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Discovery of site and stele: As to the history of discovery and 

researches of Ongi site and inscription,l as you know, it can be dated 

back to the period of Orkhon Expedition, which was organized and 

executed under the supervision of V. V. Radloff in the last quarter of the 

19th century. A Russian archaeologist and ethnologist of Irkutsk N. M. 

Yadrintsev also participated in this expedition with other members. 

Radloff himself stayed in the Khosho Tsaidam Basİn during the days 

between 28 Julyand 7 August 1891, however, Yadrintsev continued to 

research old kurgans stone statues and deer stones from Erdeni-zuu to 

Oyanga som of Ubur Khangai through the Khökshin Orkhon River. On 

the way from Erdeni-zuu to the Sayin Noyan Buddhist Temple, he was 

informed that there was an unknown site and epigraphic stone near the 

Maanit Steppe from the Chinese traders. Then he looked for the unknown 

site and inscription hearing from local nomad Mongolians. At last on the 

date of 20 August 1891, Yadrintsev discovered this site in the Maanit 

Steppe along the Tarİmal River [Yadrintsev 1901:42-44]. 

The location of site: As to the investigation of Ongi site and Ongi 

stele, according to the International J oint Expedition between J apan and 

This proper name can be basis of natiye Mongohan view. And in the moderen 

Mongolian road map, this river is recorded as Ongi gol (Mongolia, Road ATLAS, 

Gazryn Zurag, 2005, p.42). 
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Mongol on the date of the 20-21 st August of 2007, the center of the 
sarcophagus of this site is located at lat. 46°, 20', 20,3" North, long. 102°, 
11 " 02, 5" East and at a height of 211 Om. GeneralIy speaking, this site is 

positioned at the point where the Tarimal River pours into the Ongi River 
in the right, and it is located at a distance of ca. 17 km from Oyanra som 
in Ubur -Hangai Aymak of southem Mongolia. This site is at 300 m from 
the right side of the Maanit River and located at the center of the basin of 

the Ongi Steppes, which is not so vast. This site is c10se to the low 
Maanit-Ula Mountain in the North and the Xosh-Ula Mountain in the 
East. And from the entrance of this site, a line of the balbal stones is 
extending to the eastwards up to a little circle stone of the 2030~2040 m 
Height [cf. ÖSAWA2000: 197-198; ÖSAWA2001: 281-282]. 

Investigation of site and inscription: At first, according to 
Y adrintsev' s diary, he surveyed this site and inscription, he reported it 

and sent sketches, photographs of the site and rubbings of inscriptions to 
V. V. Radloff. On the basis of these materials, Radloff published the 
sketches of the general view and the some remains in 1893 (Atlas: XIV: 
Cf. Plate l(a) of this paper). EspecialIy Radloffnamed each side and part 

in his moldings of Ongi as folIows: the wider side having 8 lines- (O), the 
narrow side having 4 lines- (Oa), the part having smalIletters in 7 line s 
on the place of (Oa)-(Ob) and a balbal st one with letter- (Oc) [Atlas: 
XVI, LXXXIII-I]. 

Besides in the same year, the Orkhon Expedition under the 
supervision of D. A. Klements had visited this site and taken many 
photographs, which however had not been published until now [cf. 
ATIM: 244]. 

Then in 1909, Ramstedt and P~ilsi had visited the Ongi monument and 
surveyed and published the site, the shape and remains [MSSP: 63, 64, 
130, pls. 80-81, p. 132, pls. 82-83]. They excavated and found the tortoise 
stone and the bricks under the central ground, and found some sheep 
bones in the west part of the mound. 

In 1926, Kozlov had visited there and recorded that there were three 
stone statues and two stone sheep of the granite that had been broken and 
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sat in the tomb, the frame of stone boards of the granite in the hole that 

had been dug in the ground, and there were stone balbals in the east line 

from the mound etc. [Kozlov 1949: II 7; Voitov 1989: 36-38], however, 
he didn't publish his photographs until now. 

In 1962, Tryjarski surveyed the plan of this monument, and he 

measured the monument taking photographs of three stone statues and 

two stone sheep [Tryjarski 1966: 166-168, fig. 11-14, 23-25, Tryjarski 

1972: 37-39, PI. la, 1b, 1b, 4,5]. But from Namhaidagwa of Arbaikheer 

national museum, Tryjarski was informed that Buddhist monks (Lama) 

secretly dug up and destroyed this monument in the periods from 1909 to 

1962. From there silver plates, the skull of a horse, hamess and earthen 

vessels etc. were excavated from there. Besides, in early periods before 

1962, Namhaidagwa himself told Tryjarski that he discovered 37 pieces 

of the broken earthen vessels from under s are ophagi with f10wer 

omamental stone, and then he added them as new colleetions of this 

museum [cf. Tryjarski 1966: 167]. At this present, there are about eight 

holes, which ean be identified as the traees of excavated by the 
gravediggers at that time. 

In March 1969, Namhaidagwa found two pieces of the broken 

inscription, and Rintchen informed this issue to Tryjarski. However from 

then, it seems that the aeademic been done have not researehed on this 

site and stele until the investigation of Voitov and Bayar in ı 987. 

Rubbings of Ongi inscription: This site and inseription are 

recognized as one of the monuments of the 8th eentury AD, although 

even now it seems that there are many arguments on the points of the date 

of construction, the establisher of site and stele, the historical 

background. And then some researchers surveyed this site and stele. 

Since this discovery, many scholars tried to solve the problematie issues 

from the philological, historical and arehaeologieal points of views. 

Especially it is noteworthy that V. V. Radloff published the original 

rubbings of Yadrintsev with rubbings retouched by Radloff in 1893 

[Atlas: VIV; Atlas: XVI, LXXXIII-I], and then Radloff published his 

interpretation [ATIM: 243-256]. To this interpretation we know that 
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Orkun and Malov basically approved his reading [Orkun 1936:125-132; 
Malov 1959: 7-11], however, G. Clauson criticized his Radloffs 
retouching rubbing, and then he reconstructed the runic text of this 

inscription and tried new readings, revising the first rubbings of 
Yadrintsev [Clauson 1957:177-192]. As long as i can know, elauson's 
hand copy' s texts have been regarded as the basic sources as well as 

Yadrintsev' s rubbings of Atlas. Recent1y a Rungarian colleague A.Berta 
published a useful work on critical edition of Old Turkic runic 
inscriptions in detail [Berta 2004: 209-225], but unfortunately he could 

not investigate the original rubbings and materials. 
As to the identification of Ongi fragments that we researched on the 

new rubbings in Mongolia, i reported the transliteration, transcription and 

translation and notes before [ÖSA WA 1999: ÖSA WA 1999a; ÖSA WA 
2000; ÖSAWA 2007; ÖSAWA 2007a]. 

Then when i visited Relsinki in 2004 and 2005, i could research 

unknown rubbings of Ongi stele and other materials of photos of 
Ramstedt and p~nsi. Then i investigated three kinds of Yadrintsev's 

rubbings of Ongi in Sankt-Petersburg in 2006. So in this paper, i would 
reconsider the orientation of Ongi stele and the original text on the basis 
of new rubbings and our new field work with Mongolian and Japanese 

colleagues in 1996 and 2007 in the following places. 

i. New view on the orientation of the tortoise stone and this stele 

When Yadrintsev found this site in 1891, he reported that "the tortoise 
stone was turned toward southern orientation ... we can see a stone board 
installed on the base of the stone stele, the stele itself that is made of 

granite stone and erected on the stone board which can be regarded as one 
in the style of the tortoise" (Yadrintsev 1901: 43; Voitov 1989: .34-35). 
From this report, we can make a judgment that this tortoise stone was 

turned southwards, and so a wide side of this stone pillar must have been 
also faced southwards. But in 12 years later when Ramstedt and P~ilsi 

visited this site, the tortoise stone was buried facing westwards under the 
ground. So we cannot help understanding that the tortoise stone must 
have been changed from south to west. This change of this position 
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reflects the fact that this monument had been broken into three broken 

fragments around 1900. Then to which orientation the tortoise st one of 

Ongi had been faced originally? 

To this problem a Russian archaeologist Nowgorodova analyzed on 

the basis of L. Jisl and S. Odzhav's cooperated archaeological expedition 

in Köl Tigin site in 1958. And she considered that the tortoise stone 

originally turned to east from the viewpoints of the traditional orientation 

among Old Turkic peoples, which nomad Turlcic peoples had been 

respected the east as the orientation that sun rises on the basis of their 

traditional belief and cult of the Sun. From this, Novgorodova considered 

that Tortoise st one fırst tuned to east orientation, and then in accidental 

case, it has been turned to west in later periods, so she reconstructed that 

this tortoise stone was turned to eastem orientation as shown in her plan 

[Novgorodova 1981: 210, pL.3]. it is undoubted that Old Turkic word 

ölJrii and ilgiirü means "in the east, eastwards " as well as the meaning of 

"in front, forwards" [ED: 189 a, 144a; Tekin 1988: 165,138], however, is 

it fact so that many researchers can supported until now? 

As long as i know, according to the archaeological evidence of L. Jisl 

and S. Odzhav's excavation in Köl Tigin site of 1958 and researches of 

the Turkish and Mongol joint archaeo10gical expedition in Bilga Qayan 

site, the tortoise stone from the both sites were excavated in the position 

such as the heads were turned to the western side [Jisl 1963: 392; plate 7; 

TlKA 2003:391; TlKA 2005: 205; Bayar 2004: 77. pL.7]. And as i 

analyzed, the Chinese texts of the western side of Köl Tigin and Bilga 

Qayan sites had been fırst carved than other parts except other runic texts 

of 2 lines on the same side. This can be recognized that the western side 

can be considered as the most important part from the viewpoints of 

political and cultural relationship between the Tang Emperor Xuanzong 

and Turkic Bilga Qayan under the expression of the relationship of 

Father )( and Son )~t=:f. The political relationship between the Tang 

Dynasty and the surrounding foreign countries under the Sino centrism 

can be symbolically called the regime of Ce feng tmii. Then the runic 

text was secondly carved af ter the Chinese text of the western side 
[ÖSAWA 2007: 23-29]. 
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This position suggests that the tortoise stone and the inscription 
had been originally established so that the western side was turned 
to the soul of the dead, which can come back to the stone statues, 
and the sarcophagus or the shrine that were constructed in the 
western part of the mound. 

Therefore, i consider that in the case of Ongi site, the tortoise 
stone and inscription would fırst had been set up so that the head 
and the part with the fırst line of the runic letters faced in the same 
direction. In the Orkhon inscription, w can see the Chinese part was 
the most important side of all from the viewpoint of the political 
relationship between both countries, and the western side of teh 
stele is traditionally regarded as the most important side, so in that 
case, the Chinese text was carved on the western side of the ste1e. 
The fact the fırst line was carved in the western side can be 
confırmed by the fact that in the Tunyukuk inscription and Ikhu 
Xoshtuu inscription, the fırst line had been carved primarily the 
sides2. According to the general position of the Old Turkic 
inscriptions of the Second Eastern Turkic Qayanate, in the case of 
the tortoise stone and the inscription of Ongi, we can consider that 
the fırst line,was carved on the western side here also, and that the 
tortoise stone was positioned so that it turned its head towards the 
west. Therefore we can say that the wider side of the Ongi 
inscription faced westwards, and the narrower side faced 
southwards. [Plate 1]. 

II. Reconstruction of the stele on the basis of Ramstedt collections 
and my field works 
As to the name of the sides in Ongi stele, in the explanation on 
Yadrintsev's squeeze moldings, Radloff said truly that in the front side of 
this stele, there was a sign (i.e. tamya) for Qan, and in the ri~ht side, there 
were vertical line s that began from the place of the same height as lines 

of the front side. Moreover in the upper part of these line, in the same 
height as one of Qan's sign (i.e. tamya), there were horizontal 7 lines, and 
in the preface before the decipherment [ATIM 1895: 244], and as to the 
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position of these lines, he told rightly that this stele had 8 lines in the 

front side and 4 lines in the right side. And Radloff name d the side of 8 

lines of the wide side (O), the side of 4 lines of the narrow side (Oa), the 

same side of horizontal 7 lines in the upper part (Oe), however, he didn't 
mention where this ean be plaeed in the Ongi stele. For example, Clauson 

also name d the front side (O), the (right) side (Oa) according to Radloff 

[Clauson 1957: 177; GOT: 291-292]. On the contrary, af ter ONOGAWA 

named (O) the east side, (Oa) the south side without doubt, the followers 

continued to support him [ONOGA WA 1950: 442-444; SA WADA 

1983a: 54; SAWADA 1983b: 79; SAWADA 1984: 94], however, this 

naming should be corrected. That the letters had carved only in the wide 

side and the right side of the original stele can be supported by the state 

of the big fragment as mentioned above. Moreover, according to the 

explanation of the plate of the stone tortoise [MSSP: 130], we can 

understand that the navel hole of the stone tortoise is 43 cm length, and is 

28 cm width, so it seems undoubted that the wide side of the stele was 

facing the head or the tail. And in the diary of Yadrintsev who had 

inspected this site in 1891, he reeorded that the stele faced southwards 

[Yadrintsev 1901: 43; cf. Voİtov 1989: 43]. Therefore at the beginning 

period of this discovery, it seems probable that the wide side of this stele 

faced southwards, and the narrow side faced eastwards. As a result, then 

this stele was elected in the state that can be regarded the wide side as the 

south side, and the narrow side as the east side. However, it seems 

doubtful whether this state of the stele has been stilI standing since the 

periods of the first constmetion, because there was a cut gate in the east 

side of the mound, and there was a shrine, that is sarcophagus positioned 

in the westem part of this mound. And as we analyzed before, we 

observed the position of the Orkhon Inscriptions and Tunyukuk 

inscriptions, and Ikh-Khoshtuu (Küli Cor inscription), all inscription has 

a trend to tum the first line of the inseription toward the westem side. 

And this position can be eonsidered as that the inscription had been 

built to show the respect to the sareophagus and shrine or the stone statue 

of the buried person in front of the shrine that the dead spirit had been 

dwelled in the mound. So we eannot deny that the beginning part of this 
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stele of 8 lines is tuned to the western side as the front side as well as the 

Orkhon inscriptions and Tunyukuk and Ikhu-Khoshtuu inscription of the 

second eastern Turlde Qayanate periods. From these viewpoints, i 

researched the diary of Mongolian travel and the squeeze moldings taken 

by G. Ramstedt and S. P~ilsi in 09 September 1909. From these materials, 

i can confirın that G. Ramstedt and S. Pi:ilsi considered that the beginning 

part of the 8 line can be the western side, a1though this direction name 

was only founded on the fact that these stele was lying on the ground in 

the three part in the eastern part of this mound, and the beginning part of 

this stele was turned to the western side. As if his naming was only 

hypothesis at that time on the position of the fragments of this stele, i can 

say that Ramstedt' s view on this orientation of this stele is completely 

supported. So at this present, i would like to suppose that the beginning 

part of the 8 lines can be the western side and the tortoise stone also tuned 

the front side of the head stone toward the western side to be facing to the 

sarcophagus, shrine and the stone statue of the buried person in this site. 

And the narrow side of the under part of the 4 lineş can be southern side. 

III. Identification of the fragınents of Ongi stele on ıny field work 

At this present, it is only conserved as small four fragments in Arbaikheer 

museum and Ongi site. In 1996 and 2007, i could investigate (1) a 

fragment of the head stone of the stele that lay down near a heap bricks in 

the mound of Ongi site, (2) a little fragment, (3) a medium fragment and 

( 4) a big fragment. Three fragments of stele have runic letters and 

conserved in the local museum of Arbaikheer of Ubur-Hangai Aymak, 

however, the other fragments of the Ongi stele have not been discovered 

until now. it seems obvious that we cannot restore this stele in the 

original shape any more. 

Now those fragments were measured in our survey as follows: 

(1) A fragınent of the head stone: There are runic letters of the little 

scale in one side. The front side is 40 cm height while the middle part of 

the reverse side is 33 cm height. The bottom part is 40 cm width and 

1 7 ~ 18.5 cm thick. Tamya consisting of a ram and a snake is carved on the 

surface of the front side (W). Along outside of the headstone has two 
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simple omaments of two dragons faced to face in contrast. And in the 

narrow side (S) has horizontal small runic letters of 7 lines. And on the 

surface of the reverse side (E) a couple of tamya consisting of a ram and a 

snake was carved 

(2) A little There are runic letters of three lines in aside, 

this is 11.5 cm length, 16 cm width and 8.5'"'-'10 cm thick. The front side 

(W) has three letters in every three line. These letters can be attested with 

three lines of the 6-8th lİnes. And when in 2007 we took rubbing of the 

narrow side (i.e. Northem side) of this fragment, so we found a slight 

track of ruled line. Thus it is undoubted that there are runic letters also in 

this northem side of Ongi stele, however unfortunately we cannot attest 

the letters because other parts of this stele were broken and disappeared 

[Plate 3]. 

(3) A medium There are runic letters of four lines in a 

side, and it is 24~30 cm length, 15.5'"'-'16.5 cm width and 19.5~22 cm 

thick. The front side (W) of this fragment has a runic letters İn every four 

line s from the 5-8th line [Plate 4]. 

(4) A big fragmeni: There are runic letters of four lines in one side 

and ones of four lines in another side. This is 77 ~80 cm length, 19 cm 

width, 20.5~22 cm thick. The front side (W) of this fragment has runic 

letters in the 1-4th line and narrow side (S) has runic letters of the 1 -4th 

line. 

As i analyzed before [ÖSAWA 1999: 130-131; ÖSAWA2007: 330-

332], a little fragment can be attested with a part of the top part of the 

Westem side of original stele, the medium one can be identified with a 

part of the westem side, and the big fragment can be identified with a 

bottom part of the westem side and the top part of the southem side 

[Plate 5]. 

(5) A balbal stone having a runic inscription and tamya: 

And as i mentioned before, a balbal stone of Bilgii isbara Tamyan 

balbali' with of a ram and a snake was built in eleventh balbal from the 

eastem border of this site, and this balbal has been stand in this position 

from the construction until now as a result of our comparatiye field 

research in this site of 1997 and 2007. That is, today's remaining shape of 
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very balbal and this pasition of this balbal is identifıed with the shape and 
the pasition having Mountains landscape in the north orientation on the 
basis of the photograph taken by S. P~ilsi in 1909. Thus we cannot regard 
this balbal of Bilgii isbara Tamyan balbali" as the fırst balbal of this site as 
Radloff, p~nsi, Tryjarski, Voitov, Kharzhaubai, Bazilkhan and others has 

been considered [ATIM: 244; MSSP: 63; Tryjarski / Aalto 1973: 417; 
418, fıg. 3; Voitov 1989: 36; Kharzhybai 2003: 143; Bazilkhan 2005: 58, 
n.1 14; Kharzhaybai 2007: 96]. And this tamya is entire1y same as one of 

each side of the headstone. So as I analyzed before, this balbal stone was 
built by the Bilgii isbara Tamyan Tarqan that can be attested as the 
younger son of Eletmis yabyu in the W-4 afthis text [Plate 1,9]. 

ıv. Rubbings of Ongi stele taken by Ramstedt on the 10th September 
of 1909 
As to the condition of this stele, Ramstedt and P~ilsi reported as follows; 
the basic fragment having 56cm length of this stele was standing in the 

eastem mound, and other part was devised into two fragments, the 
medium part has 154cm length and upper part has 104cm that were lain 
down in the mound ... And as to the inscription that Kozlov could take a 

mbbing, it had been buried under the ground, so when P~ilsi tried to dig 
the fragment, then from the bricks, same bone of sheep were excavated, 
then .... the basic stone had been carved with certain st yle of tortoise, and 
the face was turned to western side .... [MSSSP: 63]. From this, we can 
suppose that Ramstedt and P~ilsi had taken three mbbings from the 
original stele. 

Then I would like to try to confırm the condition of their mbbings, so 
af ter getting the permission to researches from the Finno-U gric Society, I 
visited the National Archive of Finland and The National Board of 

Antiquities of Finland in March and April of 2005 and Febmary and 
March of 2006.2 There I confırmed mbbings of Ongi stele and Sine-Us 

For the sake of my researching in helsinki, i am expressing my deep gratitude to 

my respectful Prof. Dr. H. Halen and Dr. V. Rybatzky helped me get a permission 

to investigate the materials of Ramstdet and P~ilsi from the Finno-Ugric Society 

and National Board Antiquities ofFinland. 
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stele taken by G. Ramstedt and S. P~ilsi during the Mongohan journey 

with the fınancial help of the Finno-Ugric Society under the director Prof. 

Dr. O. Donner in 1909 [cf. Ramstedt 1978; Aalto 1971; Halen 1986]. In 

the top part of the western side of the Ongi rubbing, we can confırın 

handwriting TAMIR 10/ IX 1908 in black ink. Rubbing are consisted of 

1 ~ 3 thin and light brown paraffin papers, and there are every orientation 

name such as W(est)-1, W-2, W-3, S(outh)-1, S-2, S-3, E(ast)-1, E-2, E-3 

in every one, and we can see a additional epitaphs of the horizontal 7 

lines in the southern side of the head stone 

These rubbings is made of the western squeeze molding method with 

attaching to the stone with adhesive and tear off the paper af ter drying, 

this is not same method with the traditional Chinese rubbing as 

Yadrintsev's one, so it is too hard to read and understand the runic real 

shape than we read text from the Y adrintsev' s version. In addition, I 

would like to emphasize that they took rubbings of the three sides 

(Western side, Southem side and Eastern side). And rubbings are 

consisted of every three parts of the tree side as follows: 

Western side: 
The upper part of stone pillar has runic letters of 8 lines, 10 1 cm 

length, and 38-39cm widths. 

The middle part of stone pillar has runic letters of 8 lines, 153cm 

length, and 36-37cm wİdths. 

The bottom part of stone pillar has runİc letters of 8 lines, 62cm 

length, and 35-36cm wİdths. 

General measurement of Western side: 316cm length, 35-39cm 
widths. 

Southern side: 
The upper part of stone pillar has runic letters of 4 lines, 100cm 

length, and 18-21cm widths. 

The middle part of stone pillar has runİc letters of 4 lines, 156cm 
length, and 22cm width. 
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The botlom part of stone piIlar has runic letters of 4 lines, 63cm 
length, and 23-24,5cm widths. 

General measurement of Southern side: 319cm length, 18-24,5cm 
widths. 

Eastern side: 
The upper part of stone piIlar has runic letters of 8 lines, 111 cm 

length, and 38-39cm widths. 

The bottom part of stone piIlar has runic letters of 4 lines, 150cın 

length, and 38cm width. 
The bottom part of stone piIlar has runic letlers of 8 lines, 65cın 

length, and 39-42cm widths. 

General measurement of Eastern side: 326cm length, 38-42cm 
widths. 

From these data of our survey, Ongi stele has about 320cm height and 

about 35-39 cm width in West and East sides, and about 18-24cm widths 
in South and North sides. When in size of stele we compare this with Köl 
Tigin stele (334cm height, 124-132cm width in West and East sides, 

42cm width in North and South sides), this ste1e is the same as Köl Tigin 
stele in height while Ongi stele is smaIler than Köl Tigin in width. And if 
the text is confırıned even in the northem side as i suppose, this st yle is 

very similar with Köl Tigin and Bilga Qayan steles. 
Moreover from Ramstedt's rubbing, we can confırın that a pair of 

tamya consisting of a ram and a snake was carved in westem and eastem 

sides of this stele. This can be fıtted to our investigation by taking 
rubbings from the both sides of this head stone in 1997. When Ramstedt 

and Palsi surveyed this site in 1909, this stele was stiIl completely re
mained, however, they were broken in three fragınents and he ad part and 
the second part were lain down and the botloın part was built in the 

ground. And Ramstedt told that the tortoise stone was buried near the 
eastem place parting from the botlom part of stele. And as i mentioned 
above, when Yadrintsev discovered it in July 1891, this stele was bui lt on 

the tortoise stone tuming the head to south orientation. As to his state-
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ment, in 2005 i could confinn it by the Y adrintsev' s handwriting titled 

"the southem side of Ongi monument" in Russian in the border of his 

original rubbing (Oa) that is conserved in Institute for Oriental Studies of 

Sankt-Petersburg. From this, we can say that this stele was moved from 

the place where Yadrintsev had discovery it to the eastem place of this 

mound, and the tortoise stone was also buried in the ground in the place 

that P~ilsi discovered in 1909. And as I stated above, Ongi stele had been 

onlyone since the period of construction of this site [ÖSAWA 1999: 129-

130: ÖSA WA 1999a: 284-286; ÖSAWA 2007: 329-330] although Try

jarski, Voitov, Kharzhaubaİ, Bazilkhan and Bold mentioned that this site 

had two steles on the basis of Palsi' s suggestion. But we cannot confinn 

his statement from the reconstruction plates of P~ilsi and Kharzhaubai 

[MSSP: 64, fig.10; Kharzhaubai 2003: 358, p1.3] 

V. Runic texts revised of Ongi based on Ramstedt's 
rubbings 
Now I would like to mention Old Turldc texts according to my 

investigation of Ramstedt's rubbings in 2004 and 2005 in NAF and NBA 

of Finland, and Institute for Oriental stuides of Sankt-Petersburg of 

Rusian Academy of Science in 2006 as follows. And in the northem side 

of this stele, I added the guessing lines as well as ones of the southem 

sides in the following. 

In transliteration and transcription, I followed how to indicate them 

according to the system of [Moriyasu & Ochir 1999: 119-120]. 

Translation: 
# Severed point of the inscription 

: Punctuation 

[aBc] Letters wholly restored. 

Letters partly damaged but restored with certainly 

/ / / Damaged and illegible letters 

... Illegible letters with some traces. Number known, indicated by 

points. 
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(1) Table on Transliteration sistem from Old Turldc letters to 
Alphabet letters: 

Vowel 
front double BACK 

a (for a / a) ..t 
i (for rı ii ii i e) t 

ü (for ü i ü) ~ W (for u i o) > 

Consonant 
front double BACK 

b (for b lv) J B (for b lv) ~ 
cl... 
icr 

d X D 
** g~ G Y 

k :ı Q tl 
ük ~,B uQ ı 

iQ <i 
i Y L J 

lt M 

m*' 
n tP N) 

ne *' 
!J~ 

nt<:.:;) O , 
fi} 

p1 
r 'J' R il 

s (for s i s) i S (for s i s) ~ 
s (for s i s) ~ 

t h Tti 
y 9 yı) 

z yı 
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General rules: 

# Severed point of the inscription (placed af ter a word when it 

extended over two fragments). 

[aBc] Letters omitted by mistake, but restored by the editors. 

/ / / Damaged and illegible parts. 

Underlining in the transcription indicates that the part in question 

is discussed in the commentary. 

Translation: 

[aBc] W ords wholly restored. 

(aBc) W ord s not in the text but added to improve the English, or 

explanatory remarks by the translator. 

[Transliteration and Transcription] [Plate 12-15] 

W-l C üm z : p am z : Y m a Q G N : tür t : b WL IJ G : [Q s]m s# ( : 

) Y i G m s : Y Y m s : B s m s : WL Q N : Y W uQ : B WL T uQ 

Da: k s ra: 1 y[i]t m s : Q c s[m s] : Q a : / i / i i i i : Lt m s : t g m 

s: II i i i : i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i : 1 b gIr: T B Ge: 

aeümiz apamlz : yama gayan : tört : buluIJuy : gIsmIs # : yIgmIs : 

yaymıs : basmIs : ol qan : yoq : boltuqda : kesra : el yitmis : 

qacıs[ mIs] : qa : i i i i i i i : ahmIs : tagmis : i i i i i : i i i i i / / 1# / / i 
/ / i / / / / / / i i i i : elbagler : tabyae : 

W -2 Q G N L d uQ : Q G N n : i C G N i : i d m s : tür k B W D N : ü IJ 

# ra: k ün: T W G s Q IJ a : k s ra: k ün: B T S Q IJ a : t g i : br 

ya: TB Ge Q a : Yi Raya: y i S Q a : (t)g[i] : / i i /: i i 1// / i i 
/ / i / i i / i #/ : i i / / / : Q Z G nt uQ : ü X n : WL : IQ z W G L n : 

ükürti: 

gayanladug gayanln IeylnI : IdmIs : türk bodun : ÖlJ # ra : kün : 

tuysugIlJa : kesra: kün : batsIgIlJa : tagi : beriya: tabyaega : ylraya : 

yIsga (ta)g[il : i 1//: / i i i / i / i 1// i i / / / #1 : i i i i 
/ : gazyantug : üeün : ol gIz oylln körtİ : 
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W-3 Lpr II : B L BL: ıQ s D i : tür k B W D N : T i Y uQ : B W L W 

: # B R m s : r t i : tür k B W D N : [y] i t m zn: t y n : Y W L 

R(r)m zn: t y n : üz a: t 1] ri: t i[m s] : r g 1#111111111111111 
11:1111111111:IIIII:nta:llllllllll: 
alp arin balbal : qısdı : türk bodun : atı yoq : bolu : barmıs : arti : 

türk bodun yitmazün : teyin: yulup armazün : teyin: üza : tanri: 

temis : erig i # i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i : i i i i i i i i i i : i i i i i : nt a : i 
1IIIj II1I : 

W -4 Q p G N : 1 t r s Q G N : 11] a : ıQ i L nt m : 1 t m s : Y B GW: W 

G Li # : s B Ra: T m G N c W R : Y W G a : i n s i : b 1 g a : s B 

Ra: TmGN: TRQN: YWGa Ti: b s: ytms: cm: Tim: 

TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII#IIIIIIIII 
1:111:11111: sü:s1]:WGLi:TmGN: 

qapyan : elteris : gayan: elina gllıntım : eletmis yabyu : oyll # ~ 

isbara : tamyan cor : yoya : inisi: bilga: isbara: tamyan: targan : 

yoya : atı : bes : yetmis : acim at1m : atı i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
11111111111 1111111#1111111 iii : iii : 11111 : sü: asİl]: oyll 

: tamyan 

w-s B W: TB G c Da: Yi R ya: T g W G z: Ra: y tir n: Y G i: 

# B W L m s : Q 1] m : B G a : t 1] r k n : y n : nt a : Y W R m s : i s 

g : k ü en : b r(m s) : r t m s : (k l)[m s] 111111111111111111 : ii 
i i i i i i i i i #1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i : T R D W s : B W L T uQ Da: 

bu : tabyacda : yıriya : tag oyuz : ara : yeti arin : yayı: # bolmıs : 

gal]ım baya : tal]rikan : yan : anta : yorImıs: isig: kücin : bermis : 

artmİs : (kal) [ mis] i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i ii : i i ii i i ii i i i #1 i i i i i 
i i i i iii i i : tardus : boltugda : 

W -6 t 1] r k II : ka: i s g : b r t 1] : t y n : Y R L Q m s : s D T G : # nt a : 

b r m s : B W L T uQ Da: T W q z : W G z : T g : Y G İ : r m s : B 

d ük : r (m s : )Q G N : t gem s) ii : ii # 11111111 : niliiliiili 
i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i : b z b d ük b z : b İz: B T b z : b z : 
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tanrikanka isig bertil] : teyin : yar1ıgamıs : sad atıy ant # a : 

bermis : boltugda : toguz : oyuz : tag : yayı armis : badük 

armis : gayan : tag(mis) i i : i i # i i i i i i i i : n i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i: biz badük biz: biz bat biz: biz: 

W-7 Y B z B T b iz: z Gü k s g : ük ü r t g : i(r)t i : s ü i t m # : tr r m 

s : m T i b gIr ma: tr r m s : b z: z b z : t y n: L # Q N W R: [r t 

m z] : i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1#1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i : 
Y W R i Y i N : s ü : sü i y[i]n 

yabız bat biz : azıY üküsüg : körtüg : irti : sülatim # : ter armis : 

amtı baglarim a : ter ermis : biz az biz : teyin : al # qınur : [r t m z] 

: : i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1#1 i i i i i i i i i ij i i i : 
yor"iyın : sü : sülayin : 

w-s Q IJ m : SeD) : nc a : ü t n m s: t IJ r k n: L m[z n] : t y n # ( : ) i i 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i I(B W)D N: . (nt)/(b r)m z (IJ)a : T s W L(r) i i i i 
: (T c ma) i i i i i dı i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
1111#11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

gal]ım : SCad) : anca: ötünmis : tal]rikan: almazın teyin # : i i i i i 
i i i i i i i i i bodun : anta bermaziı] a : tusul er i i i i Is : (atacım a) I 
I I I I dı I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1# I I I I I 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

S-1 Q m uQ : BL ıQ a : (t g d m): uQ W N L D m: lt m: s ü s i : k i t 

i : R Q s # n : y G D m : b g i : Q c D i : I s I G r t i( : )T B G c B W 

D N i: I I I I I I I I I I I i: T uQ i D(T)m : y G(D)m : B s[d m: yy d 

m : ] I I I I (B W Z W Q N ca: )1 I I I I 1# I I I I I I I Im z: r(nc): s 

g(k ü c g) b(r )t[ i :] I I I I I I I I I 

gamuq: ballgga : (t)agdim : qonuldım : altım: süsi : kalti : arqası#n 

: yaydım: bagi : qacdı : s I y arti : tabyac bodunı: I I I I I I I I I I I : 

tuqıdHım : yaydım : bas( dım: yaydım : )1 I I I buzuq anca: I I I I I I 

I I : I I I maz: arinc: isig küCig bert(im) 
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S-2 kır: (r)t mi z : k i n Ra: T g Y G i : B W L m s : t g m c i # m n t 

y n : S Q nt m : t 1] r i b 1 g a : Q G N Q a : S Q Na: s g k ü c g : b r 

s gm: B R r m s : r nc : (t)g d(k)n [ü c n] / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

# b ma: t g d ük m : W R 1 i Q 1) 1 i : D R L m [L]m : t y n : Q G N 

Da:DrLmz:tyn:tgdm: 

kalir artirniz : ekin ara: tag yayı: bolmıs : tagma # ci man teyin: 

sag'intım : talJri bilga : gayanqa : ancag'ilJa : isig kücüg : bersagim ,: 

bar armis: arinc: tagdük(in) [ücün] / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /# 

abima tagdüküm ur en qalJ en : adr'ilmanm: teyin: qayanda: 

adr'ilmaz: teyin: tagdim : 

S-3 t g p;i n ma: W G L m a;nc a : ü t 1 d m : Q 1] : Y W Rp: 1 t r s Q 

G N Q a # : D R L m D uQ : Y 1) L m D uQ : t 1] r i b i 1 g a : Q G 

nt a : D R L m L m : z m L m : t i y n : (nc)a : ü t 1 d m : 1 g r ü B R 

G ma: B R D i : b i 1 g a : Q G N : B W D (N)i / / / / / / / / / / / / : B 

R D i# : ü 1 g n : T Q a s g k ü c g : b r tm: m d g t : n y t : z m L 

RD: 

tagip : inima oynma : anca: ötladim : galJ : yodp : elteris gayanga# 

: adr'ilmaduq : yalJ'ilmadug : tanri bilga : qayanta : adr'ilmal'im : 

azmanm : teyin : anca : öt1adim : ilgarü badyma : bard # ı : bilga 

gayan : boduuı / / / / / / / / / / / / / : bardı # : ölügin: : atqa : isig 

küCig : bertim : adr'ilmaz : teyin : tagdim 

S-4 ü z a : t 1) ri: Q N : 1 ü i : yiL Q a : y t i nc : Y : ükü c 1 g : L p # r 

: Q GNmD a: DRL W: B RD1] z: bilga: Tcm: YWG1]: 

uQ W R G 1) N : Q z G nt m: (i)l y t i : t 1] r(i) : üz a : t 1) ri: k n 

: / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /# / / / /(T B G)c : k ü r r : r tm: d gü: t c 

m: 

üza : talJri : gan : lüi : y'ilqa : yetinc : ay : küclüg : alp ar : 

gayanımda : adr'ilu : bardılJız : bilga : atacım : yoyulJ: godyılJın: 

qazyant'im : el yetti : talJri : üza : talJrikan: / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

/# / / /(tabya)c körür : artim: adgü : atacım: / / / / / 
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E-I 11111111111: 11111111111111111111#11111111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i : i z W i i i n i ü i i i i i i i r i 
11111:11 
11111111111: 11111111111111111111#111111111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i : i z W i i i n i ü i i i i i i i r i i 
1111:11 

E-2 i i i i i i i i i i i i: i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# : T W uQ i D ın z : c m B W Y La: 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i: i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# : togıdıınız: acim boyla: i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIII 

E-3 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i lig r tm: i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i B s T p r g : W D s R W : s ne D ın : i i i : 
IIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i girtim: i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i basatıp arig : udusuru : sancdım : i i i : i i i 
i i i 

E-4 i i i i i i i i i : s g : k ü c g : k ü i i: i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
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i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i : n g i I: i i i i i i i i C n: i i i d 
m: i i i 
i i i i i i i i i : isig : kücig : kü i i: i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i : n g i i: i i i i i i i icün: i i i 
dim:111 

E-S i i i i i i i i i i i i i iD s i i i i i IT c m: i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i 1# i m : B i i i i i i i n : t g : S B Ra: T R Q NG: i i i i 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i ID s i i i i i latacım: i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i 1# i m : B i i i i i i i n : tag : ısbara : targanıy: i i i i 

E-6 i i i i i i i i i i G i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
111111111#11111111111111111111111111111 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
111111#11111111111111111111111111111 

E-7 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# g i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1#11111111111111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111111111111111#gllllllllllllllllll 
1111111111111/111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1#11111111111111111111111111111 

E-S i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# (1) t [r] s: Q G N: i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1111111111111111111#1111111111111111111111111111 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# elteris : gayan: i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1111111111111111#1111111111111111111111111111 
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[The number of letters is uncertain, but it is possible to be 

carved in original stele] 

·,..nı",,,,11.1I-,,,.~ ... 1I-ı,,,,,ın of the southern side of the head stone. 

i T(c)m Q a : b i t g : T s G 

atacımqa : bitig : tası 

2 QiLDm:blJigü 

qlldım : bal)igü 

3 QGNm:Tcm 

qayanım : ataCYm 

4 blga:Tcm:lü 

bilga : atacım: lü 

5 yiLQa:bilga: 

yllqa: bilga 

6 WLG:Lpr:dgüQN: 

uluy : alp ar : adgü qan 

7 Tcm:ülti 

atacım : ölti 

Translation 

W-I it was said that my ancestor, my forefather Yama Qayan 

compressed, assembled, enlarged and made a surprise attack the 

four comers (of the world). it was said that when that qayan died, 

his peoples lost their way and they were scattered. And it is said 

that he organize d the peoples and attached to i i i i i I, i i i i i i , i i i 
i i i i i i i i I. it is said that leaders (Begs) of the Turkic country 
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W-2 eompletely lost the qayan whom the Tang Dynasty had made their 
mler. Up to the front (eastem) side where sun rises, up to the baek 
(westem) side where sun sets, up to the right (southem) side where 

the Tang Dynasty existed, up to the left (northem) side where the 
wooden Mountains existed, Turkie peoples got the vietory (against 
the / / / / / / /, and / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /) That daughters and sons 
(i.e. Turkie daughters and sons) served him(i.e. the Tang Dynasty) 

(literally, he saw that daughters and sons) . 

W -3 They eonstmeted brave worriers as Balbal stones. "The fame of the 
Turkie peoples had been vanished. You, Turkie peoples, don't 

min!" and "You, Turkie peoples, don't seatter", the TaIJri God said 
above. They / / / / / / worriers. / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
/ /, there, / / / / / / / / /: 

W -4 i was bom in the eountry of Qapyan, Elteris Qayan. (i was) Eletmis 
Yabyu. i had fames of an elder son ISbara Tamyan Cor Yoya and 
his little brother Bilge Isbara Tamyan Tarqan Yoya and my 65 

younger uncles than my father and nephews (or grandsons), / / / / / 
/ / /,/ / / / / / /,/ / / / /, "Make the military go ahead in a hurry!". it 
was said that his son Tamyan 

W -5 beeame the enemy with the 7 worriers among Oyuz tribes up to the 
northem regions of this Tabyac (China). it was narrated that my 

father went to mareh standing on a side of Baya TaIJrikan, My 
father have served (Baya TalJrikan) and he have passed. / / / / / / / / / 

/ / / / / / / / / :/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /, when he beeame the Tardus, 

W-6 "You served the TalJrikan" it was said that (TalJrikan) told and 
appointed him a title of Sad at that time. it was said that when he 
beeame Sad, he opposed up to the Toquz Oyuz. it was said that 

(the enemy) was strong. it was said that Qayan went ahead. / / / / / / 
: / / / / / / / / /: / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /: "W e are strong. We don' t 

have advantage. We 
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W -7 are in a bad way and worth very little. You have seen how few we 

are and how many theyare. They annoyed. We marched", he had 

said. "Now, my lord (beg), ah! " he had said. "We are a small 

forth, aren't we " he said and "W e were exhausted: / / / / / / / / / / / / 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /, i want to march, i want our 
army go to march" 

W -8 said he. And my father Sad addressed as follows, "You, Tangrikan, 

don't take by forth!" said he. / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /: And "My 

peoples, you, don't give him something from here, ah. Please be 

useful! / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

/: My dear father, you, ah" / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
/////////////////////////////////////////// 

s-ı i attacked all cities, and i settled down. His army came (against 

me). Then i attacked from behind, the lord (beg) escaped, and they 

were / / / / / / / / / / / / The Tabyac (Chinese) peoples -did / / / / / / / 

/, i made (my army) attack and i attacked (thern). i overwhelmed 

and broke into pieces. (They) fell into / / / / / / / / , then it is certain 

that they did not / / / / / / / / / / / / / i served (him) / / / / /, 

S-2 We came and we became enemy against them up to two groups. "I 

am not willing to attack (them) " I thought. I have a desire to serve 

TlilJri Bilga Qayan at least, certainly. They attacked me / / / / / / / / / 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / I went to my house. "The people of sons' 

generation and fathers' generation (of my family), you, don't apart' 

said and 'Let us not apart from the Qayan' said and I marched. 

S-3 I attacked, and I advised my little brothers and my sons as follows: 

"My father marched ahead and he did not made a mistake against 

Elteris Qayan". "Let us not be apart from TalJri Bilga Qayan and 

not leave him" said I and also said as follows:" Ones who went 

ahead went. The peoples of Bilga Qayan went away, / / / / / / / / / 
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Regarding the death in battle as an honor, i served him. Let us not 

be apart (from him) ", i marched ahead. 

S-4 Over, Ta1Jri Qan, you went away separating from my Qayan that 

was a strong and brave warrior in June of the Lüi (Dragon) year, 

my dear and wise father! i could hold funeral service of you and i 

got your pasture. He organized his country. Over the sky Ta1Jrikan 

and the China were subjugated. i i i i i i i i i i i i i subjugated the 

China. My dear and good father! 

E-1 11111111111:11111111111111111111#111111111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i 1:1 z W i i i n i ü i i i i i i i r i i i 
i i 1:1 i 

E-2 111111111111:111111111111111111111111#11111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# : We attacked. My uncle, Boyla: i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIII 

E-3 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i /He entered (or He was subjugated): i i i i i i i 
111111111#11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i made attack 

(the enemy ?), and then i speared him running af ter him:1 i 1:1 i i i i 
i 

E-4 i i i i i i i i 1(1) served : kü i i: i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1# i i : n g i i: i i i i i i i for . .. : i i i i 
did ... : i i i 
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E-S i i i i i i i i i i i i i ID s I I I I I Imy dear father: I I I I I 1# I I I I I I I I I 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 1# I m : B I I I I I I I n: : ısbara : tarqan such as ... 

: I I I I 

E-6 1111111111111111111111111111111#gllllllllllllllllll 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1#11111111111111111111111111111 

E-7 1111111111111111111111111111111#gllllllllllllllllll 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1#11111111111111111111111111111 

E-S I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1# elteris : qayan: I I I I I I I I 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1111111111111111#111111111111111111111111111 

[N -1-.... 4] [The number of letters is uncertain, but it is possible to be carved 

in original stele] 

[AdditionaIInscription] 

1 For my dear father, stone epitaph 

2 i constructed. Eternal, 

3 my Qayan, my dear father 

4 wise and my dear father, in the 

S Lü (Dragon) year, wise, 

6 great and brave worrier, good Qan, 

7 my dear father died. 
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[N ote from the philological and historical viewpoints] 

w-ı: :yama qayan: 

When Radloff firstly read this word, he transliterated Y m i, not Y m a, 

however, as far as i investigated in Ramstedt's rubbing in National 

archive of Finland of ReIsinki in winter seasons of 2004-2005, this letter 

should be read as Y m a3
, and this letter could be also confirmed by one of 

Y adrintsev' s rubbing when i visited Institute for Oriental Studies of 

Sankt-Petersburg in summer of 2006. 

As to the identification of Yama Qayan, I would like to identify him 

with Shemo hehan ~1~PJ1f of Old Chinese source and Zhama of Old 
Tibetan document (Pelliot Tibetan No. 1283 of Tunhuang Documents 

collection) [Cf. MORIYASU 1977: 3, n.5, 5, 6t. Chİnese letters Shemo 

~1~ can be pronounced as *Dzia, *Mua in MEC [Karlgren 1923, no. 

865, no. 593]. And according to Pulleyblank, the first character can be 

also reconstructed as *ziah/ziajk; *jiah/jiajk and d*mua [Pulleyblank 

1991: 279, 283, 364, 370 and 217]. At a glance, it is different between 

Yama of Ongi and Dzia of reconstructed phonetic of EMC. Rowcan we 

explain this difference? As to this problematic issues, I can cause an 

attention to a variant of a title of Yehu ~~i, *iap, *uo [Karlgren 1972: 

No.633d, 783k]. This suggests two kinds of sounds such as yabyu and 

jabyu İn the Turk Qayanate period. Especially as to the second sound 

jabyu can be attested in a varİant of yabyu such as ~ffi~~1 She/yi, po, hu, 

4 
Bold re ad yumi qayan [Bold 2006: 11 1, 116]. 
On the basis of Radloff and Clauson' s reading of Yami Qayan of the Ongi 
stele, V. Ryvatzki considered that this name can be attested as za-ma-mo

nan in the Tibetan documents of PelIiot Collectian NO.1283 [Ryvatzki 
2000: 209]. And a Chinese researcher Ruichuanming supposed that Yami 

qayan of Ongi stele as Shemo qayan of a Chinese romance [Y ouyang
zazu] in the Tang period [Ruichuanming 1998:297]. But both researchers' 
indentifıcation is hard to be admitted because there is an obstade on the 
difference between i and a of the last vowel afthis name. 
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*d'ie/ts 'ie, *b 'ua, *uo [Karlgren 1972: No. 31, No. 25q, No. 411]5 from 

Old Chinese documents unearthed from Astana tombs (No.329) of the 6-

7th AD of the Turfan Basin of Xinjiang Uigur regions of China 

[60TAM329: 23/1, 23/2 [TFCW III: 342-343; TFCWF i: 461; Cf. 

ÖSAWA 2002: 84,87, n.4l]. And an another example, we can point out 

that there are same phonetic in Old Turkish coins in the 6-7th AD 

unearthed from Tashkent, Samarkand and other regions of Sogdiana of 

modern U zbekistan. From there, a title of yabyu was carved in the form of 

capyu by Old Sogdian cursive letters. This c was used in the place of j, 

because in Sogdian letters there were no letlers retlectingj, and there was 

p letter that was used in the place of b, therefore we can reconstructjabyu 

as correct phonetic shape [Babayar 2007: 19-22]. From this, we can say 

on a title of yabyu that there were two phonetics such as yabyu and jabyu 

in Turks Qayanate period6
• Thus we can assume that there were an 

another shape that had a y sound in the head part in the place of the 

pronounce of * Dziamua in Old Turkic period. This form can be attested 

as Yama. From this, i can think that Yama Qayan can be identified with 

*Dziamua Qayan of Old Chinese source and Zhama of Old Tibetan 

documents. So we cannot support that Yami of Angi can be istemi? as 

Clauson suggested. Then, who is he? And as to this problem, i can say 

only that he can be identified with Bumin Qayan of Orkhon inscription as 

almost of researchers such as Radloff, Marquart, ONOGA W A and 

SAWADA had supposed (ATIM 1895: 253; Marquart 1898: 39; 

ONOGAWA 1095: 444, n.l; SAWADA 1984: 102-103, n.10). To this 

problem, i presented my supposition on the cult-cultural relation between 

Sogdians and Türks from philological and historical points of views 

[ÖSAWA 2007b]. 

W-1: qısmıs 

This same Chinese letters ean be reeonstrueted *ji, *pua, *XhU9 İn LMC 
in [Pulleyblank 1991: 366,241,128]. 
This phenominan ean be eonfirmed by the faet that a title of sad there is 
other phoneties sueh as cad in runie letters of Tariat inseription and Sine
usu inseriptions of the early Uighour nomad Qayanate. 
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And as to a verb qis-, it is a variant of qis- 'to compress, to squeeze' 
[ED: 665b-666a]. 

W -1: : il bagler : tabyac : 

W-2: qayanladuq qayanın ıcyını : ıdmıs : 

This last part of w-1 can be read in Ramstedt' s rubbing. And this place 
can be directly connected to the first line of W-2. The plırase il baglar 

means high-ranking aristocratic peoples of Old Turkic tribes. In Orkhan 

Turkic, ia- is a function of descriptive verb and means 'to do something 
completely' [Erdal 2004: 247], so icyini" ia- means 'lost (trans.) 
completely' [Erdal 2000: 257]. And as to the sentence involving 
qayanladuq, we can incite the same expressian from Köl Tigin 
inscription as follows: 

(D6) begleri: boduni·: tüzsüz ütün: tabyat : tebligin: kürlüg<in> ütün: 

armaqCisin : ütün: inili : eCili: kiksürtükin: ütün : begli : bodunHy : 

YOl)asurtuqin : üçün : türük: bodun : illedük : ilin : icyinu : idmis (D7) 

qayanladuq : qayanın : yüürü : idmis: tabyac: bodunqa: beglik: uri· 

qul boZtı : eSilik : qiz oilin: küng bolti": türük} begler: türük: atin: i'tti": 

tabyacgı: begler: tabyat: atin: tutpan: tabyac : qayanqa (D8) körmus, elig 

yil: isig kücüg birmis [KT-E, 6-8; Tekin 1988: 10-11]. And i can also mention 

the same contents in Tunyukuk inscription as fol/ows: (2) Tür(ü)k bodun : qanin 

bulmayin : tabyacda : adriW' : qanlanti' : qanin qodup : tabyacqa : yana iCikdi : 

[T, 2; Tekin 1994: 2-3]. 

In my view, this sentence indicates the histarical situation such that 
their Qayanate was ruined by the Tang Dynasty in 630, thus the Turkic 
peoples cannot help serving the Tang emperor as the followers. In 679 
Ashite's tribal leader Wenchuan, Fengzhi and Ashinas' tribal leader 
Nizhuk bag arose a rebellian against the Tang Dynasty, however the 

Tang army suppressed this rebellion. So this part of this stele can be 
dated to 630-679 years. 

As well known, the lst Turkic Qayanate was ruined in 630. Then they 
could not help maving into the regions of Ordus and Hunag-hua River of 
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the northem China and served the Tang emperor in the traditional tribal 

system under the Tang Dynasty. This sentence is written in the st yle of -

mis, so this is hearsay lmowledge reflecting the independent war against 

the Tang Dynasty. Who was "the qayan that the Tang Dynasty made 

ascend the throne" in this place? From the historical point of view, this 

can reminds us the Ashina Sima JWJsejj~J~r=J that was called Lisima *}~ 

r=J as Chinese sumame. According to [XTS 215: 6039], after the 

destruction of the 1 st Turks Qayanate, Sima surrendered to the Tang 

Dynasty with Illig qayan. But the Tang emperor praised his royalty to his 

lord. So in 639 when Turks tribes arose a rebellion in Ordus region, 

Taizong appointed Sima a title of Yimi Nishu, sihbi, hehan Z:3m1~*JL {~ 
frj~PJ1f *iet, *mjie, *niei, *ziuk, *d'zi, *lji, *b 'iet (Yama? Nizhuk, 

Iltabar) qayan [Karlgren 1972: no. 505a, 359m, 563d, 1026a, 976m, 

519a, 405g] in the northem regions of the Hunag-hua River. Sima was 

expected to control the Turldc tribes, however, he has not an abihty to 

organize the Turkic peoples that wanted him to be a independent qayan 

from the Tang Dynasty. And he was afraid of the attack of the Siyantou 

MJ!f~t tribes of Tokuz Oyuz in Mongoha. So he escaped to the capital of 

the Tang Dynasty. He served Taizong, however, he was died from a 

wound of a war in the Liaotong regions. [cf. SUZUKl2005]. 

Then the Tang Dynasty appointed the Siyantou's tribal leader a title of 

Yincü Bilga qayan and made him control the Tokuz Oyuz peoples of 

Mongoha, however, they also failed to organize them, and many Tokuz 

Oyuz escaped to Tang Dynasty. These historical accidents of Old Chinese 

chronides must be reflected in this inscription [JTS-194: 5163-5166; 

XTS-215: 6039-6043; KT-E, 5-10; BK-E, 6-10; 1-4; Tekin 1988: 2-

5,38-41; Tekin 1991:2-3]. 

W-2: türk bodun : öIJ#di : kün : tusuqıIJa : kisra : kün : batsıqıIJa : tagi : 

beriya: tabyacqa : yıraya: yıs # [qa]: [tagi:] / / / / / / 

From the context, as i mentioned above, this sentence can be 

identified with the historical fact that af ter the destruction of the 1 st Turks 

Qayanate, Turks peoples went campaigns around them under the control 
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of the Tang Dynasty. This plırase beriya tabyacqa : yiraya yisqa tagi 'in 

the south up to the Tang Dynasty, in the north up to the wooded 

mountains' can remind us that Turks trihes are sett1ed in the northem 

China and went on campaign around them. In fact, as I mentioned ahove, 

since 644, The Tang Dynasty conquered the Tokuz Oyuz peoples up to 

the Mongolian Steppe near the Hangai Mountains, and re organize d the 

nomad peoples giving the trihal leaders the Chinese administrative tit1es 

such as totoq, siCi, caJJsi" under the control of The govemment-general of 

Doudufu tf~~ H1 of Dingxiang fEB and The govemment-general of 

Doudufu of Yunzhong ~ı=p. Moreover when Tokuz Oyuz peoples arose 

a rehellion in 660, the Tang Dynasty sent a military to the Selenge Steppe 

and suppressed it, and estahlished the administrative center named The 

protectorate-general tf~~iH1 Douhufu of Hanhai ~riij in the Orkhon 

Steppe and The protectorate-general of Yunzhong ~tp in Inner Mongo

lia in 663. The fırst one can he identifıed with Tuyo balig (i.e. Douhu

cheng m~i~ [KT-N4; BK-E30). Under the Tang's policy that controlled 

the foreign peoples hy the foreign soldiers, Turks peoples were appointed 

to a high-ranking offıcial and military tit1es and served the Tang emperor. 

At that time under the Tang's commanders, Turkic peoples went cam

paigns as followers westwards up to the northem Steppe of the Tianshan 

Mountains in the rehellion of the Ashina Hello of the Westem Turkic 

Quanta in 640 years and Eastwards up to the Korean areas in the rehellion 

of the Gaogouli r%-iD B trihes in 650 years, northwards up to the 

Mongolian Steppe in the rehellion of Tokuz Oyuz. So this yis is to he 

ommision of Ötükan Yis (The Hangai Mountains). And the similar 

situation is narrated in Orkhon Turldc text, as noted in W-I [KT-E-8; 

Tekin 1988: 10-1 I). 

W-2: : qazyantuq : ücün : ol q'iz oylln körti : 

W-3: alp arin halhal: q'isd'i: 

This part of W-2 can he attested only in Ramstedt's ruhhing and 
connected to he the heginning part of the next line. Before thw word 

qazyantuk: ücün, we cannot read the letters from Ramstedt's ruhhings, 
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but from the context it is possible that ilig comparing with the expression 

under the same things of [KT-E9-10]. As i mentioned above, this 

accidents have the close relation with the campaigns against the enemies 

around them. But it is remarkable that these two sentences are narrated in 

the style of the direct past suffix -tiL -di". In my view, this verb has also the 

function of narrating the historical fact. And this fact must have been 

shameful and unforgettable memories among the Turks peoples. 

Secondly as to a word erin, Radloff re ad it as erin as deri ve d from er 

(man, worrier) + an accusative suffix -in [ATIM 1895: 247], But Clauson 

read aran as consisted from ar (man, worrier) + a plural suffix -an 

[Clauson 1957: pl.V, 182; Tryjarski & Aalto 1973: 419]. But in Old 

Turkic, a term balbal is used as a singular form with a accusative suffix -

(i)n, -(z)g or without a suffix: alp arin ölürüp balbal qi"li" bertim [BK-S, 

7], quy siilJünüg balbal bertim [BK-S, 9], qi"ryi"z qayan balbal tikdim [KT

E, 25]. Thus in this case, a form er can be also a singular form. Now I 

would like to analyze -in as an accusative suffix as Radloff7. 

As to qis-, Clauson considered it 'to thrust' [Clauson 1957: 182]. This 

verb can be used in Tunyukuk inscription, meaning 'birlikte yapmak, 

etmek, kılmak' [T, 5, 6, ll, 21; Tekin 1994: 61]. 

But it is hard to say why an issue of "balbal stone" is mentioned. And 

this fact can be dated to the periods under the control of the Tang 

Dynasty. From the context, alp ar (brave worrier) was a tribal le ader of 

their enemy killed by Turlcic peoples in campaigns around them İn 630-

679 years. And this deseription indicates that even under the control of 

the Tang Dynasty, Turkic peoples maintained theİr burial custom and 

their funeral service since the lst Turks Qayanate as confirmed in Old 

Chinese chronicles [CZ-50: 910; SS-84: 1864], and as archaeologically 

confirmed in Bugut site, Tsetsuuv site (Ide! site), Bayin-Tsagaan Hundai 

site (Gindin-Bulak I site) of the lst Turks Qayanate periods [Voitov 1996: 

27-3033-34; MORIYASU & Ochir 1999: 121; ÖSAWA & SUZUKI 

2008: 84-85,88-89,129-131]. 

To this problem, Bold also analyzed this as ar+-in [Bold 2005: 112, 117]. 
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W -3: türk bodun : at! yoq : bolu : barmıs : arti : türk bodun yitmazün : 

teyin: yulup armazün : teyin: üza : talJri : temis : arig / / / / 

This part can be considered the words of TalJri (God), and the fırst 

sentence can be compared with the following expression: türük: begler: 

türük: atin: itti" [KT-E, 7; Tekin 1988: 10-11]. Here TalJri God ordered 

Turks to make a new mler to be independent from the Tang' s mle. And 

the similar expression can be confırmed as follows: üzii: türük: telJrisi: 

türk ıduk yiri: subı: ança etmiş: türük: bodun: yok: bolmazun: tiyin: 

bodun: bolçun tiyin: [KT-E, 11; Tekin 1988: 10-11]. And af ter this, 

enthronement of Elteris qayan and El bi/gii qatun follows [KT-E, 11; 

Tekin 1988: 10-11]. Thus in this context, it is expected that a Turkic 

qayan's name (maybe, EIterİs qayan) that was admitted by TalJri-God was 

carved in the following place that it İs hard to read now. 

W-4: qapyan: eIteris : qayan: elilJa qllınfim : 

This part has key words to resolve the date of this stele. First, elilJa 

has basically meaning of 'in the country' [Cf.GÜT: 132]. As far as we 

know, the usage of III elilJii can be also confırmed in [T, 1, 58; SU-N, 4]. 

Gabain regarded elilJii as 'for the country', so Clauson translated 'I grew 

for (i.e. as a subject of) the realm of Qapyan and EIteris'. However, Bazin 

insisted on that in üld Turkic a datiye suffix -qal-ka has abasic function 

of date, but this expression can be 'royal country' and 'the reign' with el 

'empire' [Bazin 1991: 159]. So Giraud analyzed that a mler's name +

i'lii:Jal-ililJii has a meaning of 'in the reign of (mler)'. And then Tekin also 

transIate elilJii of [T,I] as 'yönetimi sırasında' (in the reign of) [Tekin 

1994: 2-3], so this part can be 'I was bom (and grown) in the reign of 

Qapyan EIteris qayan' [GüT: 291]. But the last phrase Qapyan Elteris 

qayan is uncertain. As well known, 'Qapyan' and 'EIteris' are title of 

mlers in the 2nd Turks Qayanate, so Clauson translated it as 'I was grown 

in the reign of Qapyan EIteris qayan'. But as Bazin explained, a word 

qi1inti" has a basical meaning of 'he was bom' or 'he was grown', but for 

a person, it is preferred the fırst one to the latter one. So 1 select the 
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meaning of 'he was bom,8. And in this case as Bazİn to Id [Bazin 1991: 

159-160], a person cannot be bom in the reigns, oftwo qayan, so we must 

consider either of two titles as an epithet. So it means 'I was bom in the 

reign of Elteris qayan who was conqueror' or 'I was bom in the reign of 

qapyan qayan that organized the people. Bazİn considered qapyan as an 

epithet of Elteris, but there is no historical sources to attest his view 

[Bazin 1991: 160]. On this problem, Japanese colleagues ONOGAWA 

and SA W ADA had pointed out that Mochuo ~,ON, Bögü Cor9 had also a 

tit1e of elteris, XiedieZishi 5~~!J(fU1JtE *xfijiat, *tfiiat, *Zi, *~i in LMC 

[Pulleyblank 1991 :341, 79, 188, 282; ONOGAWA 1950: 435-436; 

SAWADA 1983a: 80-85]. Qapyan qayan was given a title of Xiedielishi, 

danyu, 1ibaoguo, hehan 5~~!J(fU1JtE*~~JL$&~PJ)Tby the Chinese 
woman emperor (Wuzetian ~~UX) in 696 [ZZTJ-205: 6510; JTS-194: 

5167; XTS-215: 6044; TD-198: 5434]. On the contrary to this, Elteris 

qayan didn't bear a title of qapyan. Thus in this case, Qapyan Elteris 

qayan elilJii qi7ii:Jtiin can be considered as 'I was bom in the reign of 

Qapyan qayan that organize d the tribal peoples'. So the writer of this 

sentence shown with a personal suffıx -m was bom in the reign of Qapyan 

qayan (691-716). 

W-4: eletmis yabyu : oy11: isbara: tamyan cor : yoya : inisi: bilga : 

isbara : tamyan: tarqan : yoya : atı: bes: yetmis: acim atım : 

Here are names of Eletmis yabyu's family, his son was named isbara 

Tamyan Car Yaya and his little brother was named Bilgii isbara Tamyan 

Tarqan Yaya. So here this writer of Ongi site stele introduced his family. 

Rybatzki considered qi"li"n- as derived of qi7-+ -n-; usually İn a passive 
sence 'to be made, created' and thelike, but in the early period also (of a 
child) 'to form İts awn character, to grow up' [Rybatzki 1997: 75, n.216]. 
P. Pelliat reconstructed Mochuo of Chinese expressian as Bag cor on the 
basİs of Old Tibetan Source. But this title can be revised as Bögü cor of 
Dru-gu, not as bag cor [MORIYASU 1977:3, 9, n.l7]. And this Qayan 

can be identifıed with Bögü Qayan in T.34, 50 [Tekin 1994: 14-15, n.44, 
20-21 ]. 
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As far as i investigated in Ramstedt' s rub bing and Y adrintsev' s original 

rubbing in 2005, i couldn't confırm the letters such as Y B G W·i n s i and 

Y M G L G: [L..] t m s: as Clauson transliterated [Clauson 1957: p1.7, 

182]. 

As to this title Eletmis yabyu, as SA W ADA stated, it can be a proper 

name having abasic meaning 'organizer of tribe' as well as the proper 

name Elteris qayan basically means 'qayan that assembled the tribal 

peoples'. And as the historical background of this naming, i have to say 

the historical fact. As we know from Tunyukuk inscription [T, 5: Tekin 

1994: 3-4], Qutluy R0te1~ began the independent war against the Tang 
Dynasty, he had a sad. And af ter he ascended the throne as Elteris Qayan 

with the help of his adviser Tunyukuk, he settled down in the camp 

named Baidaochuan (White road steppe) of the northem steppe of the 

Yinshan Mountains (Cuyay yis). And in [KT-E, 13-14], it is mentioned as 

follows: ecüm apam : törüsince : yaratmis: bosyurmis : tölis : tardus 

[bodun: anta etmis} yabyu : sadi" : anta bermis [Tekin 1988: 10-13]. 

From here, when on the basis of the traditional law Elteris qayan could 

conquer the eastem regions named tölis, and westem regions named 

tardus, he appointed yabyu to the leader of the former regions, and sad to 

an another leader of the latter ones [Tekin 1988: 10-13]. And according to 

the information of the Old Chinese chronicles, Elteris qayan gave sad to 

his little brother Mochuo (Bögü Cor), later Qapyan Qayan and gave 

yabyu to his another little brother Duoxifu ote~iJ, *tuôt, *siet, *b'iuk 

[Karlgren 1972: No.496h, No.1257e, No.933m], *Turs Biig10 [JTS-194: 

10 Eletmis Yabyu of this inscription can be attested with the buried man in 
this site named Duoxifu, that had been appointed the tölis yabyu under his 
elder brother, EWiris Qayan of the second Turkic Qaghanate. The third 
letter ~ * b 'iuk can be attested with a Turkic title bag, however, as to the 
fırst and second words, it seems hard to reconstruct until now. But 
according to Hamilton, he reconstructed the fırst Chinese letter as -dr- in 
Old Turlcic periods [Hamilton 1988: 168]. And as to the second letter si, 
Karlgren reconstructs it as *siet, so an Old Turkic name duoxifu can be 
reconstructed as * Durs bag while Marquart considered it as Tusik bag 
[Marquart 1898: 37]. 
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5166; XTS-215: 6044]. From these records, tölis yabyu as to Id in 

inscription was Duoxifu, and tardus yabyu was his elder brother Mochuo. 

So Eletmis yabyu of Ongi text was tölis yabyu that Elteris qayan 

appointed to organize the eastem regions of the 2nd Turks Qayanate. 

Then af ter Elteris qayan died in 691 AD and Mochuo became a Turkic 

mler as his successor, Mochuo qayan appointed tölis sad to his little 

brother Duoxifu, and tardus sad to his nephew, and the first son of Elteris 

qayan Moju ~~E, later Bilga Qayan [JTS-194: 5169; XTS-215: 6046]. 

But according to Orkhon text, Moju was appointed tardus sad in his 14 

years old [KT-E, 17; BK-E, 14-15], so he gained this title in 697 year. it 

is generally supposed that Duoxifu became tölis sad in the beginning of 

the entlıronement of Mochuo [ONOGAWA 1950:440-441], but, he may 

gain this title in the same 697 year as well as appointed Moju tardus sad. 

In this case, it is possible that Duoxifu has been tölis yabyu during the 

periods of from 687 to 697 years. 

And then in 716 Qapyan qayan was killed by a worrier named 

Xiezhilüe of the Bayırku tribe of Tokuz Oyuz in the steppe a10ng the Tula 

River of Mongolia. His head was sent by a Chinese officer name d 

Haolingcho to the capital city of the Tang Dynasty (Changan) in June of 

716 year [JTS 8: 176; XTS-215: 6049; TD-198: 5439]. 

And when the little qayan In~il, son of Qapyan qayan was about to 

became a great qayan, Köl Tigin, the second son of Elteris Qayan arose a 

rebellion against Inal qayan and murdered him, his little brothers and his 

relatives [JTS-194: 5137; XTS-215: 6049; TD-198: 5439]. From 

confusion, Inal's relatives and Tokuz Oyuz tribes escaped away from 

Mongolia to the northem Chinese regions along the Huang-hu River 

[XTS-215: 6052; TFCW 986: 11583; Cf. IWAMI 1998: 226-278], and he 

was Shier Xing Tujue + = fr! ~ ~ (Twelve Turkic tribal union) 
[HANEDA 1978: 374-375; MORIYASU 1977: 3, 13-14; IWAMI 1998: 

217]. But we cannot find Duoxifu among Turks peoples escaped into the 

northem China. Thus we cannot help admitting that Duoxifu must have 

been killed by Köl Tigin as one of intimate relatives of Inal qayan's 

family in 716. 
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A word Bilga can be an Old Turkic title meaning 'counselor' [Clauson 
1957: 188], not as an adjective 'wise' as regarded by Radloff, ONO

GAWA [ATIM 1895: 248; ONOGAWA 1950: 442]. This title can be 
attested in many instances in Old Turkic periods such as 'Tun Bilga' 
[Coir inscription], 'Isbara Bilga Küli Cor' [KC-W, 4] etc. [Cf. Rybatzki 

1997: 75, n.2l5]. 
As to personal name Yoya of isbara Tamyan Tarqan Yoya, 

ONOGA WA regarded as a son of Qapyan qayan [ONOGATV\T A 1950: 

440], Yangwoshiteqin, f~~JZt~ifJ * YoyaCi Tegin that had been sent as 
an ambassador to the Tang Dynasty in 713 AD and he died there 
according to the Old Chinese Chronides [ZZTJ-21O: 6686; XTS-215: 

6047]. But as SA W ADA doubted to this [SA W ADA 1983a: 88], i cannot 
agree with him because this part can be positioned as the introduction of 
sons of Eletmis Yabyu, that is, the litde brother of Qapyan, Duoxifu, and 

his family. Moreover Yoya is lack of the last onomastic suffıx Shi JZ of 
* YoyaCi. And Yoya is also recorded as his litde brother's name such as 
isbara Tamyan Tarqan Yoya that was the second son of Eletmis yabyu. 

From this situation, this word can be a personal name or an Old Turkic 
tide that cannot be attested until now. 

W-4: : sü: asiı] : oy11 : tamyan 
W-S: bu : tabyacda : yıriya : tag oyuz : ara: yeti arin : yayı: bolmıs : 

This part can be read only in Ramstedt' s rubbing and connected with 

the beginning of the w-5 line. i translated as l] as asil] consisted a verb 
as- 'to amble' [ED: 255b] + infınitive suffıx of the second person of 
singular -l]. And it seems possible that oyli· of oyli" Tamyan indicates 'son 

of Eletmis yabyu'. And Tamyan of it can be (isbara) Tamyan (Cor Yaya) 

or his younger brother (Bilga isbara) Tamyan (Tarqan Yoya) in W-4line. 
But if he was the younger brother that was also the writer of this stele, it 

is questionable, because their campaign against their enemy between the 
northem Chine and Oyuz can be dated to the period of 686-687 years in 
the reign of Qutluy, Elteris qayan. But this situation is not fıt for the fact 

that his younger brother was bom in the reign of Qapyan qayan. So 
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Tamyan of this part can be his elder brother (isbara) Tamyan (Cor Yoya). 

This view can be supported by the usage of the -mis st yle. This use of -

mis indicates that this writer he ard this accidents from other person, 

maybe, from his father or his relatiyes. So this person having a title 

tamyan must be more than 15 years old in the reign of Elteris qayan. So 

he must have been bom in 630-667 years, because a boy could bear ar at 

'adult name' at least in 15 years old at that time [Bazin 1991: 107-108]. 

As to a word bu, though elauson regard B (s a) (basa) 'then', i cannot 

confirm this letter. From Ramstedt' s rubbing, we can read B W, as read in 

Yadrintsev's original rubbing. And this is to be read this word as a 

demonstrative adjective of Tabyat. 

Until now, a part of T g has been discussed and supposed hypothesis 

among philologists as problematic İssue as elauson and SAWADA has 

pointed out [elauson 1950: 185-186: SAWADA 1983: 60-61]11. The first 

letter T is beıonged to back consonant with back vowel as T W G (tu) 

'engel (barrier)' in T, 26 [Tekin 1994:12-13; Cf. Alyılmaz 2005: 212], 

however, in this stele, following letter is shown with front consonant g 

that it is contrary to the vowel harmony of Old Turlcic language. As long 

as we know, there is no evidence such as this combining word in Old 

runic inscription. But from context, it must be a kind of postposition 

because the preceding word has a datiye suffix such as +(y)a of yir. So 

some researchers transcrİbed teg as well as a postposition tapa 'up to' 

[ONOGA WA 1950: 446, n.13], however, until now it is problematic 

issue. At this present, this can be mistaken form in runic spelling as 

MORI pointed out that there are some mistaken spelling or forgorten 

sound in the runic inscription [MORI 1992: 515, n.15587-595]. In this 

text, this curİous usage of T g is confirmed three times. In my view, this 

can be considered as a postposition tag as Orkun [Orkun 1936: 128]. In 

this case, a back consonant T might be used in the place of front 

consonant t to coincide with back vowel sound a ofyiraya. In my view, if 

11 On some hepothesis [Bazilkhan 2005: 56, n. ı ı O]. Bazilkhan himself 
transcripted at eg in the W-S, 6 and 10 lines of this stele and interpreted a 
ethonum having horse and animal for transport, however, there is no 
evidence in historical sources of Old Turks. 
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this word is transcribed as tag 'up to', this can be regarded as a variant of 

a postposition tagi 'up to; as far as' [ED: 477; Tekin 2003: 154, No.358] 

of Old Turkic with a difference of Turkic dialects or the periods. For 

example, it is well known, there are some kinds of tegi such as degin) 

dek) degi) dak '-e kadar' in Old Anatolian Turkish, degin) dek) dak '-e 

kadar' in Osmanli Turkish, değin) dek' -e kadar' in Türkmen language, -

dan/-dan/ -dak/-dak'-e kadar' [Cf. Li: 2004: 471-472] and tek 'kadar, 

değin' in Çornm dialect [TDK, Derleme Sözlüğü XII, 1982: 4747] in a 

colloquial Turkish. Until now, this word had not been analyzed from this 

viewpoints, so now i would like to suppose this word as a variant of tegi 

that reflects the colloquial sound at that time. 

And as to yati arin, Radloff read yati aran as this subject of this 

sentence, and Clauson and SA W ADA followed him [ATIM 1895: 248-

249; Clauson 1957: 182; SAWADA 1984: 98]. To this ONOGAWA 

regarded as an instrnctive form and read 'by seven worriers' [ONO 

GAWA 1950: 443]. As to this, i agree with ONOGAWA's view, because 

as well known, in Old rnnic inscription, it İs seldom that a certain 

numeral is added to apıural noun, so yeti aran (seven worriers) cannot be 

fıt for this rnle, aIthough +an might be a Old Mongolian loan word of 

plural suffıx. At this present, i would like to consider this function of 

suffıx +in as a comitative form 'with'. 

Thus in totally this sentence can be interpreted as 'my son, (Bilga 

Isbara) Tamyan Tarqan (eor Yoya) became enemy with seven worriers 

among Oyuz tribes up to the northem regions of this Tabac (China)'. This 

situation reminds us the following expression such as qa7jiin qayan : yili 

yegirmi arin : tasikmis: tasra yari"yur) tiyin : kü esidip : bali"qdaqi" : 

tai"qmis : tadaqi" : inmis: tiri/ip yetmis er bolmis [KT -E, 11-12; Tekin 

1988: 10-11] and yeti yüz: kisig: uduzuyma: uluyu: sad arti : ayyil tidi 

: ayi"ymasi : ban artim : bi/ga tunyuquq [T, 4-5; Tekin 1994: 2-3; 

ONOGAWA 1950: 440]. From this description, we can regard that this 

accident can be dated to the 682-686 years in the beginning of the reign 

of EIteris qayan. So the enemy of that time can be the Tang Dynasty. So 

this description show s the rebellion of Turks tribes against the Tang 
Dynasty. 
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W-S: qalJım baya : talJrildin: yan: anta: yorımıs: isig: küCin : bermis : 

artmis: 

As to a word qmJfm, it is generally admitted by most of researchers, 

but Bazilkhan transcribed aqmJim considering aqa as the etymology of 

ake 'father' of Kazakh language [Bazilkhan 2005: 56, n.l 11]. But this 

analysis has a problematic because he neglected the existence of the 

sound LJ, so i cannot agree with him. 

As i mentioned above in the note of W-4, qalJim (my father) can be 

identifıed with Eletmis yabyu that was the father of two sons. And baya 

talJrikan must be one that appointed tölis yabyu, i.e. Qutluy, Elteris qayan 

as ONOGAWA considered [ONOGAWA 1950: 437]. 

To this relation, V. Ryvatzki mentioned that "the up-till-now dating of 

the Ongiin-inscription to the year 720 or 730 might not be right, as 

paleographic as well as onomastic reasons the inscription might belong to 

the beginning on the period of the Uigur Steppe empire"[Rybatzki 2000: 

209], and there he considered that a title talJrikan cannot be belonged to 

the Uigur Qayanate periods as shown in the runic part of the head stone 

of Qarabalgasun inscription [Moriyasu & Ochir 1999: 219] and other Old 

Uigur documents [Rybatzki 2000: 210-211]. But his view is denied by 

the existence of tamya consisting of a ram and a snake. As well known, 

this tamya is belonged to the collateral line of the Ashinas family of the 

2nd Turks Qayanate as confırmed in Coir inscription [Klyashtornyj 1971: 

250-253: Alyılmaz 2005: 20, photo. 13], both sides of the tortoise stone 

of Mukhar inscription [Moriyasu & Ochir 1999: 146, pL.7. a-c.] and the 

2nd Qarabalgasun inscription [Cf. Moriyasu & Ochir 1999: 133-134, pL. 

6; Alyılmaz 2005: 20, photo. 14]. Moreover a word talJrikan can be 

attested in the Hangita Hat inscription of the Rock near Dashinchiren som 

in Bulgan Aymak of Mongoha. This rock inscription had been 

investigated by Rintchen, Bazilkhan, Shinekhüü, Klyashtornyj and TlKA 

[Rintchen 1968:37; Bazilkhan 1968; Shinekhüü 1979; Klyashtornyj 

1975; TlKA 2003: 340-342; Cf. Battulga 2005: 75]. And i also 

researched this rock in August 2008. There i could read some phrase such 
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as Baz Qan Oyli" TalJri ucmis '(It is said that) the son of Baz qan went 

away to the sky (i.e. died)' in the 2nd line and Bag ar, TalJrikanim ... 

(Bag ar, my Tal]rikan . . .... in the 4th line. And a ram styled tamya for 

the Ashinas royal family was carved evidently in the left place over the 

inscription. From this, we can date this inscription to the first half of the 

8th AD, that is, to the 2nd Turks Qayanate as Klyashtomyj supposed 

before. Thus we can say that this Ongi stele can be dated in the 2nd Turks 

Qayanate. But until now it is unresolved whether talJrikan can be attested 

as Tian nan :K:!fj, 'son of TalJri' or TalJri Qan [Cf. HANEDA 1978: 372-

374; SAWADA 1983: 71, n.29; Rybatzki 2000: 210-211: Moriyasu 1999: 

220]. At this present, it is clear that this title was a special epithet of 

qayan from the similar uses of this title in the runic inscriptions of Old 

Uigur Qayanate and Old Uigur documents of Koco Uigur. Now i don't 

discuss this etymology any more, however, as ONOGA W A supposed 

[ONOGAWA 1050: 441-442], this word must have been a special title 

for indicating respectful ruler, Qutluy, Elteris Qayan of the 2nd Old 

Qayanate. 

Historically, this campaigne against Tokuz Oyuz of this sentence can 

be dated in 686-687 years from the Turkish Ordu in the steppe named 

Baidaochuan (White road steppe) of Kara Qum (Black desert) in the 

northem steppe of the Yinshen Mountains (Cuyay yis) to the steppe 

around the Hangai Mountains (Ötükan yis; Ötükan yer) of Mongolia 

across the Gobi desert and the Ongi River [IWASA 1936: 130-131]. 

W-5: : tardus : boltuqda: 

W-6: tal]rikanka isig bertil] : teyin: yarlıqamıs : sad atıy : anta : bermis : 

boltuqda 

This part could be first confirmed in Ramstedt' s rubbing, and is 

connected with the beginning part of the W -6 line. 

A word tardus means firstly 'the westem territory of the Turks 

Qayanate'. So, this means 'when the westem regions (tardus) was formed 

(or organized)'. This phrase reminds us the similar phrase such as tö!is : 

tardus [bodunu: anta etmis} yabyu : sadi": anta : bermis [KT-E, 13-14]. 
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So in this place, tardus can be omission of tardus (bodun). Then, who 

organized tardus bodun (the peoples of the westem regions) at that time? 

According to the Old Chinese sources, it was Mochuo (later, Qapyan 

qayan), or Moju (later, Bilga qayan) that became sad of tardus (the 

westem regions of the Qayanate), not Duoxifu i.e. Eletmis yabyu. And in 

Chinese sources, Duoxifu was nev er appointed a title of tardus sad. So 

this possibility wasn't supported now. 

Now is an another translation possible? We can of ten re ad tardus as 

personal names deriving from the original meaning such that tardus, köl 

tardus, tardus sad and etc. From this usage, this tardus can be a part of a 

personal name or a title. if it is so, tardus boltuqda means 'when aman 

named tardus became a mler' or 'when he became tardus (sad)'. In the 

following place, tiilJrikan gave a title of sad to Eletmis yabyu, i.e. 

Duoxifu. And on the basis of Chinese clıronicles, it was Qapyan qayan 

that gave a title sad to Duoxifu in 699. Thus tiilJrikan can be identifıed 

with Mochuo, Qapyan qayan. Under the fırst simulation, aman named 

tardus can be Mochuo that became a mler in 691, not Moju (later Bilga 

qayan). And under the latter simulation, he was Moju that became tardus 

sad in 697. Now I cannot say which translation is better. At this present, I 

would like to transIate literally 'the peoples of the westem regions of 

Qayanate was organized', but this means tardus sad ' (i.e. Mochuo) 

became a mler'. So this part can be dated to 691 year when Mochuo 

became Qapyan qayan [SA WADA 1983a: 57-59]. 
And one who 'yarli"qamis (commanded)' can be Qapan qayan 

although it is also possible that this is 'Ta1Jri (God)' if we compare with 

the same phrase such as Ta1Jri yarli"qaduqin ütün [KT -S, 9: BK-N, 11; T, 

40; Tekin 1988: 4-5,28-29; Tekin 1994: 16-17]. 

W-6: : toquz : oyuz : tag : yayı arınis: bedük arınis: qayan : tag(mis) 

As to a word tag, it is carved as T g and it seems problematic because 
there is no dative suffıx in the preceding word oYUZ. If tlig is a postpo

sition, it needs a dative suffıx +qa/ +a in the preceding word. elauson, 

Tekin and SA W ADA considered it as a tribal name that cannot be 
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attested in other Turkic inscription. At this present, i would like to 

consider to a variant of a postposition tegi 'up to' as i mentioned above in 

the note ofW-5. 
And this scene can be dated in the reign of Qapyan qayan as i 

mentioned before. So this accident can be related with campaigns against 

Tokuz Oyuz in the reign of Qapyan qayan. 

W-6: biz badük biz: biz bat biz: biz: 

W -7: yabız bat biz : azı üküsüg : körtüg : 

This part can be read only in Ramstedt' s rubbing and can be 

connected with the fırst line of the W -7 line. This part can be divided as 

biz biidük biz, biz bat biz, biz yabiz bat biz, azi" üküs körtüg. From this, we 

can read that Qapyan qayan's worriers were psychologicaııy afraid of 

marching against strong Touz Oyuz army because they regarded as being 

few worriers. But Eletmis yabyu that had a title of tölis sad commanded 

not to be afraid and campaign to Tokuz Oyuz. 

W -7: irti: sülatim : ter ermis : 

According to elauson, a verb ir- means 'to mope, feel lonely or bored' 

[ED: 194a]. i regard this verb as expression of the Turks peoples' being 

boring of military against the enemy because of their few worriers. But 

the subject of süliiüm (i marched) can be Eletmis yabyu and from here, 

we can understand that he wanted to teıı his great contribution for his 

country. 

W-7: amt1 baglarim a : ter armis : biz az biz: teyin: alqonur : [artimiz] : 

These addressing words can be also attested in Orkhon inscription 

when Bilga qayan was ascended the throne in headquarter of Ötükan yis 
in 716. To this, Tekin regarded it as mati" 'royal. faithful' with a question 

mark [GOT: 355]. But in the same speııing he also trans Iate d amti" 'now' 

in [KT -S,3; KT -E, 9; BK-N, 2; GOT: 302]. And he translated the same 
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spelling mati" 'royal, faithful' in [BK-S, 13, 14], while he changed this 
word amti" 'now' in the same place [Tekin 1988: 54-55]. In my view, m t i 

can be regarded as a part of tö!is yabyu's addressing to his soldiers that 

was bored of marching. So I would like to regard as a word amti' 'now'. 
And a word a can be an interjection a [Tekin 2003: 161], not as a dative 

suffix as told by Radloff and ONOGA WA and others [ATIM 1895: 249; 

ONOGAWA 1950: 443]. 

A word of alqon- can be considered as a varİant of a verb alqi"n- 'to 

use oneself up, exhaust oneself; to be used up, exhausted' [ED: 138b]. 

From the context, this part indicates that Qapyan' s army exhausted 

themselves on this campaign. In next place, it İs possible that three or 

four letters can be carved and there İs no evident what letters were placed, 

however, iirtimiz is to be expected. 

W -7: : yorıyın : sü : süHiyin : 

W-S: qalJım : s(ad) : anca: ötünmis : talJrikan : almazın teyin: 

This place can be attested only in Ramstedt's rubbing, and is 

connected with the beginning part of the next W -8 line. 

As to qaJJim sad (my father sad), it indicates that the father of Bilga 

Jsbara Tamyan Tarqan has a tit1e of sad. This sİtuation supports that this 

accident can be dated in the reign of Qapyan qayan as I c1arified in the 

note ofW-6. And this talJrikan can be Qapyan qayan. 

W -S: bodun : anta bermazilJ a : tusul ar 

This part can be belonged Duoxifu's saying. And a word a following 

bermazin is to be an interjection, not as a datiye suffix as other 

researchers considered until now. 

W-S: (atacım) a 

As to ataCim, I discussed this identification ın the 1 st line of 

horizontal inscription of Ongi stele. 
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S-I: qamuq : bal1qqa : (t)agdim : 

Clauson transliterated Q M / from Atlas of Radloff, and he interpreted 

the uncertain third letter as L, not as uQ and he read qamul; hami named 

'yiwu {j±-g.' as an Oasis country of the Chinese Turkistan from the 

context [Clauson 1957: PI. VI, 182, 186]. However, from Ramstedt's 

rubbing we can read Q m uQ, and I can confırın also from Yadrintsev's 

original rubbing of Institute for Oriental studies of Sankt-Petersburg in 

2005. So this part should be re ad qamuq as a variant of kamağ 'all' [ED: 

627a]. According to Clauson, the forın qamuq with labial vowel 

attraction does, however, occur as early as Turks inscriptions. And as to 

this sentence, I can suppose that it can be considered as the historical fact 

that Turks peoples went campaigns against enemies around them in the 

regions between Kadirkan yis 'the Daxinanling Mountains' in the East 

and Tamir Qapfy 'The Iron Gate' in the West. And it involves the 

campaigns against the Tang Dynasty and Qıryız as in Orkhon inscription 

[KT, BK, and T]. But Eletmis yabyu had a title of tölis sad that had 

controlled the Eastem territories of Turks Qayanate, so it is possibility 

that he especially conquered the Chinese cities. 

S-I: qonuldım: 

As to this verb, Radloff read aqunladiin meaning 'I attacked', and 

ONOGA WA read uqunladiin meaning 'I plundered' [ONOGA WA 1950: 

443,447, n.l5]. From a historical situation, I can remember an expression 

such that ötükan yerig konmis (They settled down in the Ötükan country) 

[T, 17; ED: 632b]. This description tells us that Turks arıny occupied the 

north or northwestem regions under the Tang Dynasty and took the 

initiative of all cities of these regions as I mentioned in the note of the 

same line of Ongi stele. 

S-I: maz: arİne: isig küeig bert(im) 

S-2: ekin ara: tag yayı: bolmıs : tagmaCi teyin: saqıntım : 
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This part can read in Ramstedt's rubbing, and is connected with the 

beginning part of the S-2 line. In this, one that 'served' can be writer of 

this stele, Bilgii Isbara Tamyan Tarqan. He is written with a pronoun 

suffix of the first singular -m. And one for whom he served can be Bilga 

Qayan, the son of Elteris Qayan. This can be suggested by the context of 

the next lines. 

As to a word T g, it is regarded as a variant teg of a postposition tegi 

'up to' as one of the W -5 line. 

S-2: talJri bilga : qayanqa : 

TiilJri Bilgii Qagan can be the elder son of Elteris qayan, Muju, Bilga 

Qayan as ONOGA WA and Bazin considered [ONOGA WA 1950: 438-

439; Bazin 1991: 153]. it is indeed that Bilga qayan was recorded as 

TiilJri Bilgii Qayan as Dovrovits points out [Dovrovits 2001: 150]. But in 

this inscription, as TiilJrikiin can used for Elteris Qayan, it is possible that 

a title TiilJri is used for Bilga Qayan that was son of Elteris Qayan as an 

honorific title [ONOGAWA 1950: 438]. In my view, this epithet tiilJri 

can be omitted expression of tiilJri tiig : tiilJridii bolmis : türük bilgii 

qayan [BK-N, 1: Tekin 1988: 28-29]. 

S-2: ancaqllJa: isig kücüg : bersagim : bar armis : arine: 

An adverb ancaqiiya can be read in Ramstedt' s rubbing. I would like 

to express greatfully to my J apanese colleague SUZUKI Kosetsu that 

advised me the possibility of this word in 2005. This means 'a very little' 

[ED: 175a]. Until now, all peoples read anca 'like thus' since Radloff 

[AT IM 1895: 250-251]. And this reading makes the unresolving meaning 

with biirsigim bar clear. [ÖSAWA 1999: 135-136]. Erdal considered 

biirsigim impossible shape because this form can be attested in the Old 

Uigur document [OTWF: 527, n.147]. And generally this sentence 

expressin with hesitation that Bilgii Isbara Tamyan Tarqan intends to join 

with the army of Bilga Qayan, because Eletmis Yabyu that was father of 
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Bilga isbara Tamyan Tarqan, the builder of üngi site and stele was killed 

by Köl Tigin, the little brother of Bilga Qayan in Iune of 716. However, 

finally he decided to go the campaign with Bilga Qayan's arıny. From 

this, we can understand that he was situated in the comprexed political 

condition under Bilga Qayan. 

S-2: abima tagdüküm : url! qalJn adrlImanm tayin qayanda 

adrlImanm : teyin: tagdim. 

This part can be read in Ramstedt' s rubbing and is connected with 

tagip : inima oynma : anca ötladim of the S-3. 

As to -li' of urli' qaJ]li', it is regarded as coordinating conjunctive suffix 

-li' 'with, and' (GüT: 124). And we can confirın the same examples such 

as ini-li aCi-li 'younger and elder brothers' [KT -E, 6], bagli bodunli"y 'the 

lords and peopels'[KT-E, 6], toruq buqa-li" samiz buqa-li' 'lean bulls and 

fat bulls' [T, 5], tün-li kün-li 'night and day' [BK-SE]. So urli' qaJ]li' can 

be literally interpreted as 'son and father'. But as i stated, father of the 

writer isbara Tamyan Tarqan had aıready died, so this qaJ]li' can be 

understand that this menas 'the peoples of his fathers generation'. And 

urli" is also understand as 'the peoples of son's gerenarion' belonged his 
family. 

And it is remarkable that from last letter a from a word qayanda tum 

to the last place of S-3, and the following plırase of adrilmalim : teyin: 

tagdim goes to left side to right side in W -3. Runic letter that goes from 

left to right side is rare, and this style of carving generally can be called 

'Mirror letter'. As far as i know, mirror letter is known in some little 

epitaphs and in rock inscription (E-70) of the Yenisei regions, and 

Bömbögör inscription of Bayanklıongor Aymak in Mongolia [Sertkaya 

2001: 34,33, p1.33; Battulga 2005:122-128, pls.; SUZUKI 2006:86]. But 

this üngi stele can also belonged to the group of ürkhon inscription; 

however, it is surprising to having part of 'mirror' letter on it. 

In my view, this part narrated that when isbara Tamyan Tarqan can 

back to his camp along the üngi River, he requested his companions and 

his father's companions to join with Bilga Qayan's arıny. 
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S-3: qalJ yorıp : elteris qayanqa : adrllmaduq : yalJllmaduq : 

This part is related with historİcal contribution of Bilgii isbara Tam

yan Tarqan' s father Elteris yabyu to the construction of the 2nd Turks 

Qayanate under Qutluy, Elteris Qayan. And this part indicates this buiIder 

Bilgii isbara Tamyan Tarqan cannot help strengthening hİs father's great 

service to maintain his political position in the Bilga Qayan's 

govemment. 

S-3: talJri bilga : qayanta : adrHmanm : azmanm : teyin : anca: ötladim : 

TiilJri Bilgii Qayan can be Bilga Qayan (716-734 AD) as i mentioned 

above İn the note of S-2. This sentence tells us that isbara Tamyan Tar

qan advised his family to follow Bilga Qayan to guard his political stand. 

S-3: ilgam barıyma : bardY : bilga qayan : bodunı 

This part can be fırst read in our rubbing of the large fragment of Ongi 

stele that is conserved in OSAKA University [ÖSA WA 1999: 136]. And 

this reading can be confırıned also in Ramstedt's rubbing. 

S-3: : bardY : ölügin : atqa : isig kücig : bertim : adrllmaz : teyin: tagdim 

This part can be read only in Ramstedt's rubbing, and explains that the 

buiIder of this stele also served Bilga Qayan to guard his political 

position. The expression ölügin atqa that means literally 'to die, for his 

fame' told us that the writer of this stele Bilgii isbara Tamyan Tarqan 

served TalJri Bilga Qayan to defend his political stand, and he went to the 

front prepared to die. And this phrase can be compared with the 

expression ölü yitü 'ölesiye yitesiye çali:şti:m' [KT-E, 27; Tekin 1988: 

14]. 
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S-4: üza: talJri : qan : lüi yllqa: yetine ay: küelüg alp ar 
qayanımda : adrllu : bardılJız : 

As to üza talJri qan, as ONOGA WA analyzed [ONOGA WA 1950: 

439], talJri qan should be identified as the subject shown in the verbal 
suffix of the second plural -iyiz of a verb adrilu bardiljiz, that is, Eletmis 

yabyu. As i mentioned, as far as we know, Duoxifu named Eletmis yabyu 

did not become qayan. So this verbal suffix -iljiz should be interpreted as 
respectful expressian for his father Eletmis yabyu by the writer of the 
stele. From this, we know that Eletmis yabyu was alsa addressed as TalJri 

Qan for his respectful title. And the same use of qan/ qayan can be 

confirmed as balJigü qayanim in the 2-3rd lines and bilga külüg ar adgü 
qan in the 5-6 lines 12. 

And as to lüi yi1qa that has been regarded as uncertain words by 

Clauson, however, this letters is evidently re ad in Ramstedt' s rubbing and 
Yadrintsev's original rubbing conserved in St. Petersburg. A word lüi 

from long jğ~ means 'dragon' in the traditional Old Chinese 12th animal 

calendar. This term is alsa recorded as WL W Yi i iQ (ulu yllqa) in Terkh 
inscription [W-2] of Old Uigur Qayanate. So on this part of Ongi stele, 
Bazilkhan read it ülüi [Bazilkhan 2005: 57, n.112], but there is no ü letter 

in this stele. So it is to be re ad literally lüi yilqa. 

Historically i can definitely say that Eletmis yabyu that the father of 
Bilga lsbara Tamyan Tarqan that was the writer of this stele died in June, 

of Dragon year (716 AD) when Köl Tigin arose a coup d'6tat against the 
successor, İnal Qayan of the son of Mochuo, Qapyan Qayan and his 

relatives as Radloff, Marquart, ONOGA W A and SA W ADA supposed 

12 To the word üza ta1Jri qan, SA W ADA considered it as To the sky where 
'Ta1Jri Qan lived', and he also interpreted Ta1Jri Qan as term of Ta1Jrikan. 
And he considered verbal suffıx +igIz as plural shape, that is. He 
interpreted these peoples indicates the Turkic peoples of the blanch of 
Duoxifu's sons family that became the enemy forces of Bilga Qaan. But 
this should be not interpreted so complex as SAWADA thought. This 
place shoule be read more simple on Eletmis yabyu died in the reign Bilga 
Qayan. 
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[ATIM 1899: Marquart1898: 38; ONOGAWA 1950: 438; SAWADA 

1983: 712-713] although Bazilkhan considered 'Dragon year' as 703 

between 681-716. 

And as to er of küC!üg alp ar qayan, this letter can be only read in 

Ramstedt' s rubbing. And this qayan can be identified with Bilga Qayan 

that isbara Tamyan Tarqan served af ter the death of his father Eletmis 

yabyu. 

S-4: bilga: atacım : yoyulJ : qorıyılJın : qazyantım : el yetti : 

This place can be read only in Ramstedt's rubbing, and indicates that 

the son, isbara Tamyan Tarqan holds funeral ceremony and got his 

father's territory, and he organized his camp. This deseription indicates 

that isbara Tamyan Tarqan was publicly admitted as legitimate successor 

ofhis father Eletmis yabyu. 

S-4: talJri : üza : talJrikan : tabyac : körür : arti : 

This part can be read only in Ramstedt's rubbing. And talJri .' üza .' 

talJrikan can be identified as Qutluy, Elteris Qayan as i mentioned above. 

This part indicated that in the reign of the father of Bilga Qayan, Turkic 

peoples could be independent of the Tang dynasty around 686-687 years 

AD. 

S-4: (tabya)c körür : artim: adgü : atacım : 

This part can be read only in Ramstedt' s rubbing. And this indicates 

that Bilga isbara Tamyan Tarqan campaign to the Northem China under 

the government of Bilga Qayan although it seems that there is no record 

such as battles Between Turks and the Tang Dynasty in Old Chinese 

chronicles. From here, the son isbara Tamyan Tarqan hold the territory 

that his father, Eletmis yabyu had ho Id near the Ongi Steppe in southem 

Mongolia. 
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E-2: toqıdımız : acim boyla: 

As well known, a word ac means junior paternal unde or elder 

brother. And boyla is a high offıcer' s title in the Turks Qayanate. For 

example, we can remember Boyla Baya Tarqan that Tunyukuk had in his 

last life period in [BK-S 14; T. 6; Tekin 1988:54-55; Tekin 1994:4-5] and 

Boyla Qutluy Yaryan in the second line of Suji inscription [MOR! 1992: 

158, 162]. So this part may indicate that his unde or his elder brother was 

a high offıcer bearing a title of Boyla. 

E-3: basatıp erig : udusuru : sancdım : 

This phrase reminds us the scene of worrier and this can be supported 

by the sentences such that bir erig oqun urti" : eki : arig udusuru sanCti" 

(he shot one man with an arrow and speared two men sending them one 

after the other) in [KT-E 36; KT-N 2] As to the transcription of W D s R 

W, i follow elauson, however, T. Tekin transcribed this word as udş(u)ru 

(Tekin 1988:82, n.99; ED: 73b). 

E-S: n : tag : ısbara : tarqanıy : 

The fırst element -n can be an animal name such as arslan, yi"lan that 

symbolize a bravery, manly because after a postpositional term teg (like), 

a high-ranking offıcer Isbara Tarqan is registered. So 1IIIn teg should be 

an adjective phrase of a man having a title Isbara Tarqan. And as i 

mentioned above, this title can be identifıed with a little son having a 

formal title Bilga Isbara Tamyan Tarqan of Eletmis yabyu in the W -4 of 

this inscription. And this person can be also identifıed with a constructor 

of this site and a person having a title Isbara tarqan in 1 1 th balbal stone 

of this site having a short phrase Bilga Isbara Tarqan balbali" and a 

couple oftamya of a ram and a snake [ÖSAWA 1999: 278-282]. 

E-S: elteris : qayan : 
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This name can be Qutluy, Elteris qayan of the 2nd Turks Qayanate, 

however, this title is also an element of a title of Qapyan elteris qayan in 

W -4. If it is so, elteris Qayan may be a title of Mochuo hehan ~O~pJ}f 

*mo, *tshyat in MEC [Pulleyblank 1991: 218, 63]. 

notes of horizontal lines of the southern side of the he ad ",,,,,'-' .......... '.1 

atacımqa: 

This word ataCim can be confirmed in W-8, W-4. Radloff read it as a 

proper name Tacam [ATIM 1895: 252], but A.V. Gabain supposed new 

reading [Gabain 1953: 543]. Then Clauson, Tekin and others accepted 

her view [Clauson 187; GOT: 256], although Bold read ataCim. Gabain's 

view can resolve the relationship between Eletmis yabyu and ataCim as a 

same person, and so this reading can be supported by the historica1 

situation and relationship between the father (Eletmis yabyu) and the 

second son of him (Bilga Isbara Tamyan Tarqan) in this runic text. In 

short, ataCim was an expression of this writer's addressing to his father 

(Eletmis yabyu), and this Ongi site was constructed to honor his father by 

his younger son Bilgii Jsbara Tamyan Tarqan in the [W-4]. Moreover, as 

I mentioned above, Bilgii Jsbara Tamyan Tarqan mad carve a runic 

inscription of Jsbara tarqan balbali' in the twelve line of balbal stones of 

this site. And this balbal stone had a tamya consisting of a ram and a 

snake that is same as one of the head stone. This İndicates that he was 

belonged to the Eletmis yabyu family of the Ashİnas' tribe [ÖSA W A 

1999a: 278-282]. 

(2) baIJİgü 

As well known, from the viewpoİnt of Orkhon Turlde form b LJ g ü in 
Orkhon inscriptİon [KT-S 8,11,12,13; BK-N 6,8,15; Tekin 1988: 4-7, 

30-35], there İs no sİmilar example İn the letter of evidence of aletter i 

between LJ and g that can be confirmed from Ramstedt's rubbİng as well 

as rubbing of Yadrİntsev. But İn Manichean documents of the Qoco 
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Uigur period we can confinn mii1Jigü 'vechnyj (eternal)' [Cf. DT: 342a] 

that can be considered as a variant of biil}igü. 

But, i cannot say why this spelling was carved in this stele, however, 

it may be also a mistaken spelling. As well known, there is fonn b lj k ü 

(biiljkü) that was a variant of biiljgü İn Sulek inscription of Hakkasia, 

Yenisei inscription [E20-1; E48-14, 15; E48-9, E-27-8] [cf. Konnusin 

1997: 285]. And b lj ü (biiljü) is also attested in [E42, 3; E30, 2] of 
Yenisei inscription [Konnusin 1997: 285]13. In my view, Old Turkic 

peoples cannot have a same orthography. In every region there is every 

Turkic spelling that reflects the local sound and dialects at that time. This 

forın can be considered as the example like that. 

(3) qayanım : 

This word can be confinned in Ramstedt's rubbing and Yadrintsev's 

original rubbing in St-Petersburg as far as I investigated. it seems curious 

that Douxifu was addressed as qayan though he became a qayan. And it is 

worth saying that a tenn tiiljri qan can be used for the other name as 

respectful expression for his son as I mentioned in S-4. So in this case, 

we should understand that this tenn is written for the dead father of this 

establisher of this stele. In my view, qayan and qan were used having the 

same significance, and these words can be used as a respectful 

expression. As M. MORI stated, since the middle of the 7th century, there 

are very little leaders that had a title 'little qayan' in Turks Qayanate, and 

this can be explained by the fact that politically centrism under a great 

qayan was strengthen at that time. So the title of sad was used in the place 

of 'litlle qayan'. From there, this qayanim cannot show that he became a 

qayan as a matter of fact, rather this should be the respectful expression 

for his dead father. 

13 As to this variety, my Japanese colleague of ÖSAKA University As. Prof. 
Y. Fujiie suggested that today's Karacay peoples pronounced an unknown 
sound g between bal) and ü although they recognized the sound bal)ü in 
the phonetic level. From this, Fujiie judgments that this may be caused by 
the difference between sound and pronounce. 
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lü yi1qa : 

This year can be attested with the expression of lüi yilqa (dragon year) 

of S-4. Before elauson assumed that the buried man of this site was died 

in the Qon yilqa (Sheep year), however, i eannot read the letters such as 

Q ny in main text and additional text of Ramstdet's rnbbing and Yad

rintsev' s original rnbbing eonserved in St. Petersburg. So we eannot 

admit the date of eonstrnetion of this stele that elauson insisted on 

[elauson 1957: pl. VI, 183]. 

Conclusions 

From the philologieal points of views, these rnnie texts of Ongi stele 

can be generally observed as follows: 

Arnıngement of the contents İn text 

[W-I] Yama qayan's establishing the first Turkie Qayanate, his 

sueeessful campaigns in the four direction and the min of his country 

af ter his death (552-630). 

[W-2] Deserting their qayan, Turkic aristocratic people served the 

Tang Dynasty as worriers (630-679). 

[W-3] TaIJri God addressed the Turkic peoples that had lost his own 

qayan and commanding them to begin to be independent from the Tang 

Dynasty (679-681). 

[W -4] The statement on the family lineage of this writer Bilgii Jsbara 

Tamyan Tarqan. 

[W -5] The independent war against the Tang Dynasty under Elteris 

qayan and their participation in this war (682-691 AD). 

[W -6] The appointing a title of sad and his contribution to the 

campaigns against the strong enemy in the reign of Qapyan qayan. 

[W-7, 8] The father Eletmis yabyu's contribution to the eampaigns 
against their enemİes in bad condition in Qapyan qayan's reign. 

[S-I] Eletmis yabyu and his little son's participation in eampaign 

against 'all eities' under the Tang Dynasty. 
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[S-2] The Bilga Qayan's enthronement, and this writer's addressing to 

his family to serve Ta1Jri Bilga Qayan, and hesitation to participation in 

campaigns under Bilga qayan. 

[S-3] This writer's commanding his sons and his little brothers to join 

with the Bilga qayan's army. 

[S-4] The death of Eletmis yabyu and his funeral ceremony, and 

succession ofhis son Bilgii isbara Tamyan Tarqan. 

[E-1 '"'-'8] This writer is addressing his son and younger brother to serve 

Ta1Jri Bilga Qayan and strengthen his contribution to his country. 

i can generally say that Ongi text has many characteristic expressions 

as well as other Orkhon inscriptions [KT; BK, T and KC]. This indicates 

that this text was carved in the same historical and cultural condition as 

well as other runic inscriptions in the 2nd Turks Qayanate. 

[ The lineage of Eletmis yab')'u and the writer of this st ele] 

As i mentioned before, Duaxifu named Eletmis yabyu was the elder 

brother of Qutluy, Elteris qayan, and his little brother Mochuo, Qapyan 

qayan. And Duaxifu had two sons name d Isbara Tamyan Car Yaya and 

his little brother Bilga isbara Tamyan Tarqan Yaya. The second man has 

also his son and his little brother. And one for whom this stele was built 

can be Duaxifu, that is, Eletmis yabyu and the writher of this stele can be 

his little son and successor Bilgii isbara Taman Tarqan. 

[Date of construction of this site and stele] 

First Bazin analyzed this text from the viewpoints of Philological and 

contents and he supposed a hypothesis. According to him, Turkic 

expression of this text is almost attested in Orkhon Turkic [T: KC, KT, 

and BK]. And the sentence has an archaic features, so this can be early 

dating than one of Tunyukuk inscription (725-726 AD). And from the 

contents of this text, the dead of this stele was buried in sheep year based 

on the reading of elauson, that is, 719 or 732 years. And this text has 

many words of Ta1Jri God or the father Eletmis yabyu advising his 
younger brother and sons to join with Ta1Jri Bilga Qayan, and not to 

parting from this qayan, not to betray him. Bazin thought these advise is 

reflecting the Köl Tigin's ldlling the son of qapyan qayan and his intimate 
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relatives in July of 716. From these reasons, Bazin regarded that this stele 

was bui lt in 719 year (sheep year) or next year (720) [Bazin 1991: 159-

161]. To Bazin's view, as i mentioned above, 'sheep year' cannot be 

confirıned from Ramstedt's and Yadrintsev's rubbings. This should be 

'Lüi year', so Eletmis yabyu must be buried in 'Dragon year'. In the 8th 

century of the 2nd Turlcs Qayanate, dragon year can be 704, 716, 728 and 

740. And from contents of this stele, as Bazin pointed out, the text is 

reflecting Köl Tigin's ldUing the son of Qapyan qayan and his intimate 

relatives, so it is possible that this is carved in 716, 728 and 740. 

As i mentioned above, from the Chinese sources, it seems that Qapyan 

qayan's younger brother Eletmis yabyu was also killed by Köl Tigin, that 

can be supported by the description of this stele such as [You (Eletmis 

yabyu) went away parting from my strong and brave worrier and wise 

qayan in the June of the Dragon (lüi) year [S-4]. So 'dragon year' can be 

fitted for the death year, the July of 716 when the head of the dead 

Qapyan qayan brought to the Tang Dynasty. From this Köl Tigin's a coup 

d'etat can be dated in the May or June of 716 years af ter Qapyan qayan's 

death. So Eletmis yabyu was also died in July as a result of the battle 

between Qapyan's successors (In~i1 qayan) and Qutluy's successors (Köl 

Tigin). So Eletmis yabyu's burial ceremony and funeral ceremony (Yol') 

must have been hold in the July in the 716 and 717 years. 

But in this stele we can confirın that Bilgii isbara Tamyan Tarqan as 

'Eletmis yabyu's successor' served Bilga Qayan that was an elder brother 

of Köl Tigin with much hesitation. And he followed Bilga Qayan and 

campaigns against the Tang Dynasty. This hesitation telI s us that Bilgii 

isbara Tamyan tarqan was suspected by Bilga Qayan's relatives that his 

serving to Bilga qayan, because his father was killed by Köl Tigin in 716. 

So he had to strengthen his service to Bilga Qayan to defend his political 

position in the 2nd Turks Qayanate under the Bilga Qayan. Then isbara 

Tamyan Tarqan was admitted as the high-ranking officer by Bilga Qayan 

as a result of his serving Bilga Qayan with his royalty. Thus he could 

build the stele to honor his father in the reign of Bilga Qayan. 

At this present, i cannot find the key to resolve the date of building 

this stele, because we don't know what was carved in the eastem and 
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northem sides today. But this stele was carved from westem side, and to 
southem side, eastem side, northem side, that is, W-+S-+E-+N. And 
from the viewpoint of the proceeding direction of lines, Ongi text was 

carved from the bottom part to the top one in every side. This writing 
method is different from one of Tunyukuk inscription (ca. 725 AD) that 
built in 725, however, this one is same as one of Köl Tigin inscription 
(732), that is, W(Chinese) -+ S -+E-+N. 

And from the viewpoint of the preceding direction of the line, Ongi 
text can be read from the bottom part to the upper part. This is similar 
with Köl Tigin inscription (built in July, 732). From this reason, form of 

Ongi stele can be placed between Tunyukuk inscription and Köl Tigin 
inscription, so from the chronological viewpoint, this stele can be 
belonged to the periods from 726 to 732. This assumption can be 

supported by the contents of this stele that had some campaigns in the 
reign of Bilga Qayan (716-734). And from the paleographical viewpoint, 
a verbal suffix -mis was consisting of two letters of m s in T, not of m s as 

well as ones of KT, BK. So at this present, in my view Ongi stele can be 
dated in 725-732 year. 

And the 7 lines inscription of this head stone can be regarded as 
supplement inscription of this stele. And this supplement of stele is also 

on the side of the tortoise stone ofKöl Tigin's stele and on the upper side 
of the westem (Chinese) side of Bilge qayan's stele. 

And in the head st one of this stele, the omament omitted of Dragon 
can be evidently confirmed in the rubbings of Ramstedt and Yadrintsev. 
And this stele was also built on the tortoise stone like KT and BK. The 
existences of dragon omament in head stone and tortoise stone can be 

used for the most high-ranking aristocratic peoples in the Turks Qayanate 
[ÖSAWA 1999: 128; ÖSAWA 2007: 29-30]. This symbol can be 
Chinese cultural influences, however, traditional stele of the Tang 
Dynasty was bui lt for the high-ranking officers or high-ranking worriers 

of the Tang emperors, never for the emperor himself. From this 
difference, we can say that Turks peoples created the new st yle 
inscription for their Qayans and his most high-ranking aristocratic rulers 
of the Ashinas' royal family. 
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As i mentioned above, these features indicated that this buried man of 

this site can be attested with the aristocratic peoples such as qayan or qan 

of the Ashinas's royal family, and this can be supported by the fact that 

Duoxifu name d Eletmis yabyu was called 'qan' or 'qayan' in this stele. 
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Plate 3: Sınan fragınent of Ongi stele. Plate 4: Middle fragınent of Ongi stele. 
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Plate 6: Fragment of Tortoise stone. Plate 7. Fragments ofstone statues and sheep. 

Plate 8: Line ofbalbal stones extended 
into the eastem direction from Ongi site. 

Plate 9: No. II balbal stone of Ongi site. 
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Plate ı O. Reconstruction plate of Ongi site [Left: by Kharzhaubai; Right: by P~ilsi ] 
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Plate 1 ı. The view and sizes of Raınstedt 's rubbings of Ongi ste1e (Reeta) sketched by 

T. ÖSAWA. Each side is consisted af three fragınents. 

W= West side, S= Sauth side, E= East side. 
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Plate 12. Hand writing of the runic letters of Ongi text [I] on the basis of 
Ramstedt' s rubbings (by T. ÖSA W A) 
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-<. .• 

Plate ı 3. Hand writing of the runic letters of Ongi text on the basis of 
Ramstedt's rubbings (by T. ÖSAWA) 
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Plate 14. Hand writing of the runic letters of Ongi text [III] on the basis of 
Ramstedt's rubbings (by T. ÖSA WA) 
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